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DEATH OF C . E.

27, marks t)he passing of one of tihe
oldest members of our community.
Sarah T. Kimball was bom in
RangeLey 80 years ago last Decelmber,
the daughter of David and Betsey
Toothaker Hoar and was third in a
family of 12 children.
Her paternal
grandparents were the first settlers
f* 1; ^S if
Ì
,V,<
U-1 * i>
of Rangeley and her grandparents on
her mo t ie r ’s side were among the
earliest settlers of this village.
^Charles Edgar Littlefield, former
Sixty years ago this next Septem
representative in
Gcngress
from ber she became the wife of Henry
Maine, died in a hotspital in New T. Kimball and of this union
six j
York May 2, following an operation. children were born, four of ’them j
! Mr. Littlefield was a Republcan anl “ going Lome” in early childhood. Of
took an active ^hnd able part in tlie two children living to mature
State and national politics
years, the daughter EiLl'a,
beloved
l Mr. Littlefield was speaker of tlie iyife of Oapt. F. C. Barker was call
Maine House of Representatives in ed to rest about 21 years ago. This1
1S87-9 and attorney general 1889 to last sorrow seemed almost too great!
1893.
As chairman of the
State for her to bear and affected her
delegation td* tihe Republican Nation- heal tli.
Mrs. Kimball was a woman
of
¡¡1 Convention in St. Louis in 1896 he
One o f the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
presented the name of Thomas B. sterling worth and fine diameter,
Reed, speaker of the National House and ever regarded her home ties as
most sacred.
for the presidential nomination.
1
For many years Mr. Kimball was
. He was one of tihe most popular
House
and convincing campaign speakers in |proprietor of the Greenvale
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
the country.
Since his retirement land later Mt. View House, ankl amen
from public and political life
Mr. (the patrons of the hotels Mrs. Kim
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.
Littlefield has had a law
practice ball made many friends by her in
and was recognized as one of the dustry, ever seeking to contribute
leading lawyers of the country. He to the comfort of the guests..
About 23 years ago Mr. and Mrs.
¡has on several occasions spoken at
Kimball retired to private life and
campaign rallies in Phillips
Many people in Maine will feel a have since resided in the village.
About three years ago Mrs. Kim
personal sorrow in the death of Hon.
leave for my post of duty as Com
ball
suffered from, a shock and since
C. E. Littlefield.
He is survived by
mercial agent cf the United States
that time has required care nearly
a widow, one son and a daughter:
at Waubaushene, Ontario.
all of the time. ^Beside® a large
circle of friends both among
the
The flag to be presented to the
O B IT U A R Y .
older and younger members of blie
set col ty Capt. Retiree n :i"J il e
largest in the county.
It is 9x18
Mrs. Lettiee S. Fairbanks' passed
The demise of Mrs. Henr> T. Kim community, much sympathy is felt
feet; the staff will be 60 feet and to that better land last Sunday afball ,which took place Tuesday, April fo- the son, Harry V., a grand
daughter, Mrs. Ray Harnden, to
stand between tie two sehioolhiouses. ernoon at Miiaea where she was
whcm she stood almost as a mother,
The presentation will take place in making her luome with her son. The
and her son-in-law, Capt. F. C.
the Methodist church at 1.30 p. m. immediate ciause of death, was- cam
Barker between whom there has a ir 
cer which ha© affected her thie past
STRATTON MAINE
The Phillips band gave the first The public is cordially .invited.
ways' existed the most kindly rela outdoor coTicart of the season
ten years.
Last
lu the center of the Fish and Game
tions.
Tim life companion has since Thursday evening.
Their annual
Section. Write for booklet.
Lettiee S. Dill was born at P h il
STRO NG .
passed away, surviving her by less meeting resulted in the election cf
lips, Maine, 78 years' ago last month,.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
(Continued on page fo ur.)
S T R A T T O N M A IN E ,
E . H . G R O S E . Prop.
the following officers: President and
She was married to Joseph N. Fair
Every thing is again lively at
Director, N. P. Noble ¡Vice-President,
banks in 1855 and came to MinnesoStrong.
New buildings are going up
W. H. Kelley; Secretary and Treas
:a thirteen year®1 later locating in
The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
and old ones are being repaired so
urer, W. W. Howland. The Treasur
Washington county. They afterfwards
they look nearly as good as nerw.
T IM P O N D C A M P S
er’s report shewed the bills of tihe
moved to Yellow Medicine county
The
tcothipiek
factory
started
Tues
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and band all paid and about $25.GO in
day morning in earnest with' about and twelve years ago came to Mora
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
the treasury.
30 hands and f ree lathes, and as vihere the deceased made- her home
Dr. Carvill was in town Monday business looks now Mr.
J U L IA N K. V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
Scammon anti! three years ago, when cbe went
night. ■
thinks they will stairt up fin full with :o live with lier son at Miiaea.. She
Mr. Albert Daggett cf Strong was five lathes1 about 50 hands. Starbird ,vas the mother of five children, two
of whom died inn infancy. The hus
in Phillips last Friday.
and Smith are still booming.
band passed away at Mora eight
Log .camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
A. M. Allen is confined to
the
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office house with German measles.
years ago. Three sens survive, Her
CA RT. B. M. W H IT N E Y
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
bert and Blbridge, living at Miiaea
Rev.
Newman
Matthews
spent
Sun
and other information, write
Died
in
Gardiner
April
30tl?,
aged
|
.nd Willis of this place.
E D . G R A N T (EL S O N C O . .
P . O . A d d r e s s . G r a n t ’ s M e . day in town with friends.
He was for many years ' A short funeral service was held
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
Chas. Harnden is clerking at the 84 years.
a resident cf Pbdi,lips. He went West at Miiaea early Monday morning, af
Barden Hcu,se a few- days.
He went to ter which thie body was taken to
Miss Susie Carr is working in the from Phillips in 1869.
Gardiner
from
New
Mexico
three
toothpick mil1 at Strong.
Stillwater, accompanied by the two
/
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS B“1«*
| Mr Chas. Cushman has done truck years; eg:. He I:v d in New Mex oldest sons where a start service
ico eleven years previous to moving vas held at the grave Monday eve
BaldlMountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e££ ing in Phillipfe for about 30 years.
He leaves a. wife and ning.
auntie Lake. Near the best fishing1grounds. First class steam boat connections Auto ,•£
Mrs. Fairbanks has been a
Go in and see the improvements to Gardiner.
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily W rite for free circular.
Mr. Byron has made in the reading six children, Mrs. Phoebe C. Andrews batient sufferer for several years
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine
5
Gardiner; Rcyal T. Whitney, El Paso, and tiie past six mentis was conroom.
Texas; Martin V. Whitney, LewiiS'The Phillips Savings Bank has de
lined to her bed.
Hers was a peace
ten;
Dr. Jos. C. Whitney, Thorndike.;
clared a dividend at the rate of 4
ful ending cf a useful life.—Kanabec
Mrs;.
Mary
C.
Cnskimnn,
Phillips;
D.
per cent per annum.
bounty Times.
Mrs. C. B. Atwood of Auburn in B. Whitney, Gardiner.
The deeasied was tl e
sister of
:* spected CUishman relief corps Wed
deissrs. Blbridge r rd Claries C. Dill
nesday evening.
On 7 i’«ive‘ ‘ n9*
and the late Mrs. Join Harnden of
One was telling So,crates that such a Phillips.
Mountain View, Maine
»
The directors of the Sandy River
Railroad have declared a semi-annual one was nothing improved by his
F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e o r a d d re s s
|
travels: “ i vor; well believe it,” said
dividend of 3 per cent.
Make your p u r c h a s e » f r o m Maine
he, “for he iuok himself along with
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
| Rev. C. E Burroughs will preach him.
W o o d * adve rtise m en ts.
’—-hi or eigne.
at the Union ehiuirdh next Sunday
Mountain View,
*
*
»
Maine. | morning,
and will hold communion
services in the afternoon.
Miss Vivian Calden ils learning the
art of trimming of Miss Hescoek in
Miss Brackett’s millinery store.
W. M. Fellows of Farmington, for
merly of Phillips, met with a pa infu'
accident by being thrown from his
carriage recently.
P. A. Sawyer has recently secured
a pension for Stanslow Oakes
of
Rangeley and an increase for An
drew Orbeton o f Avon,
offers m a n y a ttr a c tio n s t o th e F I S H E R M E N .
T h e n u m  Groin Pray whlo fia stopping at Ansd
erous L a k es, P o n d s and S trea m s in th is te r rito r y are Dill’s, severely injured lids hand re
well s to ck e d an d a c o n tin u o u s su p p ly o f fish is p ro v id e d cently by the explosion of a cart
ridge that he was loading.
for by w ise la w s, w e ll e n fo r c e d .
I his r e g io n is easily
•Mrs. Christiania. Storer of Weld
1ms bought A. S. Wheeler’s
house
reached in on e d a y f r o m B o s to n .
and
will
move
there
at
on^e.
Mr.
You will make no mistake by arranging for your SPRING
Wheeler will move to S. W. Pari in’Is
FISHING TRIP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet
farm.
with good map, free on application.
A private letter from R. W. Soule
cf
Augusta says:
I am about to
F. N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine.
F R E D H E N D E R S O N , P r o p ,,
J a c k m a n , M a in e
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LITTLEFIELD

Ex-Congressman Dies in New York
Hospital, Following a Surgi
cal Operation.

1.Center o f the best

RAN G

EY LAKES H OTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

25 YEARS A GO

IN PHILLIPS

HOTEL BLANCHARD

Trout and Salmon Fishing

DEATH RESULTS
FROM CANCER

Taken from the Phillips Phono
graph, Date of May 9,

E d . G r a n t ’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

Mountain View House

HEALD POND C A M PS

SPRING FISHING
Will Soon Be Here

THE RANGELEY LARES AND DEAD RIVER REGION
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1 Fly Rod’s Note Book f
BY

FLY ROD

!

<•:
The Tavern,
Rangeley, Me.,
May 3, 1915.
Saturday night, May. 1, I came
back to Rangeley, “ dear old Rangeley,” in a enow storm.
As friends
greeted me at the station, one re
marked, “ the ice is out everywhere
but it is too cold for the fish to bite,
don’t even tlviimk they have found
out the ice i)s out.”
Yesterday it Avas a little warmer
and this manning the thermometer
registers 48 degrees above.
“ What about the fishing,” in fancy
I can hear the readers of the Maine
Woods ask.
“ Why the fishing is al
ways good even if fish don’t bite,”
but it is only fish, facts related hiere.
As soon as the ice was out, the foot
bridge in the cove was crowded .with,
boys and men, each with an, old tin
can of worms, a fish hook and line,
and those who watched the game, tell
(me ore than 100 little trout were
hauled in, many of them not above
the 9-inch, limit.
Saturday night, the first fisherman
Richard Bullock of Fitchburg, Mass.,
who lias been an annual comer for
years, arrived and was met by Joe
Lamb his old guide.
Mr. Bullock is
a Harvard man of 1915, and will
enjoy a fishing trip for two weeks,
but although they trolled all day yes
terday it was “ fisherman's luck,” as
Joe said “ nothing happens when the
wind blows.”
“ I did not come to
Main for a hunting trifp last fail,
but shot a handsome eight
point
deer, and two wild cats *in Masisa-

i

chusetts” was the reason ¡Mr. Buh
look gave me for not coming to Rangeley last autumn. “Joe” has just
called to say, ‘ ‘all ready for the fisftning” and we hope to have a big
fish to record this evening.
But the Tavern guests not only had
Rangeley smelts;, fried crisp
and
brown for Sunday morning breakfast,
but Rangeley Lake salmon baked in
cream for dinner.
There is a story
that goes with the fish.
About 10
o’clock Reed Ellis the popular man
ager of this hotel started off with
his fishing' rod over his sluoulder. At
the wharf he pushed a boat'into the
water, took up the oars and let out
his line, and commenced to troll aoroiSis the cove.
It was not half an
hour before the fisherman was back
at (the hotel with a handsome 4-pound
salmon that he hooked and landed
without any help, and that is‘ the rea
son Reed wore a smile and the guests
of the hotel had baked salmon for
dinner.
The other lucky fishermen of the
day included Dr. Chas. Stuart, who
caught a 3-pound salmcn near Greenyale and H. C. Riddle, who,
with
Hayden Huntoon, caught a 3-pound
salmon, a 2-pound trout and a num
ber of smaller ones. . This is only
to prove there are trout ahd salmon
waiting to be caught, and by Wed
nesday there will be many a boat on
the lake, for the hotels and camps
open, and all are expecting the fish
ermen as soon as it is a little warm
er.
There have been a good number of

L I V E A N I M A L T R A P 2 Ä S 5 .t" p“

old

Designed by an
experitnced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.

The

GATGft ’EM ALIVE AND MAKE MORE MONEY

TRAPPERS

SU PPLY

COM PANY

B O X W , O A K P A R K , IL L .

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips, - Maine

travelling men, those interested in
lumbering, etc., here the last ten
days.
Mrs. Abbie G. Poore of Andover,
Miss Mary P. Barker and Miss Ab
bie F. Carpenter of Portland, who
were called here on account of the
death of Mrs. H. T. Kimball spent
several days at this ¡hotel.
Miss Katherine Nice, the charming
young lady from Pennsylvania, who
is here for the winter, is having fine
sport with the young ladies in town,
taking tramps to the woods’ for May
flowers and to-day has gene up to
Dodge pond to watoli the river driv
ers send the logs down the stream.
Misis Nice /plans to return to Kennebago in June where with friends she
will spend the summer.
On the train Saturday night I met
Webb Boulton one of the guides, who
had just come from Sebago Lake.
With Oscar Parker at Parker’s camp
at the mouth of Scxngo river they had
been guiding for over a week Mr.
and Mrs. R. Seldner cf Brooklyn, N.
Y., who had great fishing.
Mrs.
Seldner took the salmon and the
honors, too, for she net only caught
pickerel and bass’, but a 2-pound
trout, a 4-pound and a 5-pound sal
mon., but had. a good battle and great
sport with a salmon that weighed
H Vz pounds:.
This silver beauty she
is having mounted by W. D. Hinds
in Portland.
Mr- Seldner cannot tell
as much of a fish story as his wife,
for he only caught a salmon of 4
pounds and a number of smaller
ones. With their old guides, Boulton
and Parker, they plan to return to
“ The Barker” for several weeks lat
er in the season.
This morning Herman Huntoon, the
guide, who has charge of H. P.
Smith’ s camp on the lake shore, wen
down to get everything in order for
Mr. Smith and party, who will come
from Boston very scon.
Emery Haley has engaged for a
year to guide Eugene Atwood of
Stonington, Conn., and leaves
for
Forestholme Camp, Kennebago, to
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Herrick
have
gone down to Garret Hobert’s camp
to put everything iu order for their
cemihg.
Dana Blodgett is also put
ting things iu shape at It. L. Spott’s
camp and they are coming from New
York this month.
Harry E. Pickford opens: his camps
on May 10, and if the roads between
here and Phillip® are passable for
an automobile, New York parties wild
come in their touring oar the first
of the week.
The guests will find
many improvements' at Pickford’s
Camps, and if possible the place
(more beautiful: and attractive than
ever.
One cf the long talked of and what
will surely be a popular thing for
this region a “ Girls’ Camip,”
now
promises to he a sure thing.
Miss
S. M. Soule has decided to open
her fine place, St. Barnabas Camp,
on the shore of Rangeley lake, for
a girls’ camp, and in a few days will
have plans complete.
This beauti
ful spot is only 2y2 miles by water
and 3 miles by broad highway from
Rangeley village and will be the idea,
giris’ camp for Maine. Miss> Soule is
now ready to correspond with part
ies and the New York and Philadel
phia young ladies who are fortunate
enough to be one of the party are
to be congratulated.
Ed Lowell, the game warden, whlo
makes this hotel his headquarters in
winter was here for over Sunday. He
■reports that at all of the resorts a
good summer’s business is expected.
This morning Ed ‘ ‘hit the trail'' and
is now, no doubt on the way for the
Canadian border.
Capt. Chats. Hamlin of thie Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Company with

a crew of worktmen are rushing work separated that they frequently never
on the boats and expects to have get together again.
the Oquossoc in the water torday and
One evidence of our success is
the boats will soon be making regm- to he found in the fact that bills
lax trips over the lake, stopping at were presented at the last session of
all the camps with mail and express, the state legislature providing foj.
and when the fishermen find the ice ten additional game farms'.
Of this
is out they will be met at South number, we succeeded in getting two
Rangeley as usual and in quick time actually authorized.
One* of these
across the lake.
has already been established in Jef
W e are not going to
It is time for the mail to close ferson county.
and I’ll continue this later.
be satisfied until we get at least ten
The original farm at Sher
Fly Red. i farms.
burne is carrying a larger number of
breeders than ever before, and with
reasonable weather we siliould produce
this year in the neighborhood of 50,.
000 eggs.
The pheasant in New
York state has proved that it is tih©
bight bird in the right place.
At tlie recent meeting, in New
The pheasant not infrequently ha©
York City, of men interested
in been accused of driving out the raf
game propagation and protection, Mr. fed grouse, hut I want to say that I
Harry T. Regers delivered a practi have frequently had both species fbcal, comprehensive address on the gether and I have never been able
subject above named.
We give his to find anything to justify this accu
comments on- this interesting topic:
sation.
On one occasion I put ele
The best answer I can make to ven pheasant egg® under a partridge
the question, “ Are State Game Farms and she hatched the pheasants aad
Worth While?’’ is to call the atten brought them up.
That would tn-eia
tion of my hearers to the fact that to evidence the fact that the habits
on an. appropriation of $8,500
the of both, species are pretty much the
New York State Game Farm at Sher same.
burne during the past “season
pro
On many game farms I think a
duced birds and eggs worth approxi mistake is made in not confining ef
mately $50,000.
forts to one species and sticking to
Each shipment of eggs made is ac that for a number of years until the
companied with a blank which the various problems connected with its
consignee is requested to return to. breeding are worked out. There la
the conservation commission, giving a decided tendency in many instant
information
as
to
the number ces to jump from one thing to an
of
eggs
¡hatched,
the
number other without really bringing anyof birds raised to maturity and thing to a definite conclusion.
the percentage liberated for stocking
We have ringneeks of both Chinese
purposes.
From the reports
thus and Eng’i&h ancestry on the farm at
sent in, it 1ms been found, that near Sherburne, and we much prefer the
ly seventy-five per cent of the eggs Chinese.
We never use incubators,
sent out were hatched and that of but place all of cur setting hens in
this number about half of the birds individual coops with twenty
to
were brought to maturity and liber twenty-one eggs to a hen.
We do
ated.
not use bantams at all for the sim
It would seem conservative to as ple reason that we can put
twice
sume from these figures (that of the as many eggs under a hen of
31,744 eggs sent out during the past mal size.
You see, we have
to
season) 11,500 binds were reared to make everything count in order to
(maturity.
get as lar&e“results as possible.
Estimating the value of these birds
Everything on our farm is movable.
at $3.00 each, it will be seen that I try to arrange it so that our hens
the sum of $34,500 in actual value Iwill go off with their broods
one
lias been added to the state’s supply hundred at a time.
As soon as the
of game birds.
It is to be remefni- eggs are hatched the lien is allowed
bered, however, that 5,000 birds were
mother lier birds for two or three
■reared at the*state game farm during days.
Freni the third to the fifth
the year.
The value of these, $15,- day the hen and brood are turned
000, added to the value of
binds loose and are absolutely unrestricted
reared by sportsmen and farmers in their wunderings.
from eggs, gives us a total nearly
The only time during the year that
$50,000 that can conservatively be es we pen our birds is during the breed*
timated as having been produced on ! ing season in May and June.
an appropriation of $8,500. We have
Our game farm contains only 200
lived strictly within our appropriation
acres.
Our birds last year averaged
and all expenses in connection with
about fifty-five eggs apiece.
the farms, including additions and im
During the first week of the pheas
provements, have been'paid out of it.
ant
chick’s life we feed boiled eggs to
In my opinion, the most practical
way of restocking a state with game a considerable extent, but not as
birds is through the distribution of much as English and Scotch game
I will also mention the
eggs.
That there is a real demand keepers do.
fc.i eggs in this state is evidenced, fact that we do not feed nearly as
I thank by the fact that we receiv much wet food as the foreign game
ed during the past season requests keepers, our object being to get on
We
for more than 125,000.
W e estimate dry food as soon as possible.
that, during the time the farm lias feed three times a day and gradually
As
been in existence, we have taught cut the feeding down to two.
our
birds,
are
un,restricted
in
the»
nearly 3000 people hew to rear pheas
ants successfully, and a most pleas movements, they secure a great deal
ing feature of cur work has
been of natural food.
The ringneck is not infrequently
the increasing percentage of appli
cants who are cotming to us * from accused cf being injurious to crops
year to year for eggs, thus evidenc In bis defense permit me to cits
ing the fact that they are achieving this incident:
success and broadening their efforts.
Last year I had deteimined to put
An important feature of the work up a fence to keep my birds off tern
that the state game farm does lies acres of cabbage that my next door
in the fact that it distributes
its neighbor was attempting to raise.
birds in July and August, when they When I told him of my plans he told
are not fully matured and when they me that he was willing to take the
are more likely to settle in the coun risk and that I need not build a
Well, my birds stayed with
try in which, they are liberated than fence.
if they are turned loose in the spring those cabbages ail right, but they
just prior to the time of incubation. bent all their energies toward des
Under the latter conditions, it has troying a moth that was very des
been found that birds start to roam tructive to the cabbage.
immediately and become so widely
We were unable to find in a single
instance evidence of harm done to
this crop by the birds- On the other
hand, they apparently saved it from
destruction, as there was a pest of
Young
wom en
g o in g
to
the moth that year in our neighbor
Boston to w o r k o r study,
hood and nearly all the surrounding
a n y la d y g o ing to B o s to n fo r
p lea s u re or on a s h o p p in g
cabbage crops were badly damaged.
t r ip w it h o u t m a ts e s c o rt w ill
A
potato field on another boundary
find th e
of our farm was well attended to by
F r a n k lin S q u a r e
our birds, and our neighbor did not
have to use any Pari® green what
H ou se
ever.— Sportsmen’s Review.
a d e lig h tfu l plac e to stop. A

ARE GAME FARM S
WORTH WHILE?

nor

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en .
630 ro o m s , s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
tic u la r s and p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
ries a Fresh

W h iff
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Why Not Sub

scribe and Get a Steady Breeze Alt
the Y ear.
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RAINBOW TROUT
IN PRIVATE POND

Your Pocket-Knife, the Best
Tobacco-Cutting Machine
Because it cuts the tobacco off the plug as you use it
— insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. Real to
bacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its
natural state, possible only by pressing the leaves into plug
form and keeping it in by covering it with a natural leaf
wrapper. The natural flavor and strength o f tobacco
escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
jadge for yourself.

3 O unces
1 0 c

Slice it a s
you use
it

Dr. Heber Bishop Propagates Beau
tiful Species in Maine.
Tih© Boston- G'lioib© of recent date
gave the following account:
“Friends of Dr. Heber Bishop were
given their first glimpse yesterday of
a California rainbow trout trans
planted to New England waters and
successfully propagated.
It was- a
beautiful fist), too.
When Dr. Bish
op unwrapped it the colors radiated
and sparkled, which.' supported
the
doctor’s statement that “ it
fairly
glcwed when taken, from the water.”
This fish is known scientifically as
a Salmo Iridis (Rooseveltii). In 1911
Ex-Rres.ident Roosevelt got some eggs
from the West and sent them to the
Wyethsville, Va., hatchery. In No
vember, that year, lie sent 2000 of
them to Dr. Bishop and they were
planted in his private pond at the
head of Clearwater Lake near Far
mington, Me.
At different times he caught some
of eight, 12 and 15 inches.
Last
year he lost sight of them entirely.

says:
“The conditions under which the
S-haron reservation is maintained are
open to criticism.
The state’s ac
tivities are so completely interming
led with the private business: of Dr.
Field, whose sister owns the land
used for the state reservation ais to
render satisfactory administration im
possible.
We recommend that the
station at Sharon be discontinued and
ail of the state’s property transfer
red to the reservation at Norfolk.”
The report urges an improvement
in accounting methods and recom
mends that the chief deputy
in
charge of the enforcement of the
fish and game laws Should actually
superintend th,e work of the state
deputies, instead of >icupying a desk
at the state house.”
Francis X. fvrrel is chairman of
the commission on economy and ef
ficiency, of which the other members
are Thomas W. White and Russell
A. Wood.
A

G A S O LE N E LE S S

AUTO

The path, of the autoist jus not al
ways strewn with roses. Sometimes
it is gasoleneless and muddy and
it is then that a ‘‘kingdom for a
One of these young men is an

.

stum®, but the b ’ar is ten times mor
afraid of you, and takes no chances
on an introduction.
It is of course,
impossible not to linger awhile in
this b’ar section, and gather the big,
luscious berries, from trees as high as
your head, ocr the light blue berry
Tli ere is nothing like it—exoep from the low bush at your feet,—
the descent, of course!
Just imag but the “ call” is ever— “ on, on to
ine yourself, about five feet ten the summit!” Through dense, swamp
inches high, gazing up at a hillock on forest regions where great monarcilus
ly six thousand feet high! Why, you of the forest lie rotten and dead afeel so small you cannot help wond cross your path, over mossy carpets,
ering if you are still “ on the map,” soft and springy, or slimy bogs, into
but you experience a far different the dark woods where the sunbeams
fe e lin g when you stand on the sum wander ’ike lost souls, and the fall
mit of a grey-tipped mountain—the of cascades is like music to the ear;
valley below, merely a picturesque still higher up, leaving tine fine big
dot on the landscape;
the
great trees far belowj and the wiry, slehdmountain you h iv e climbed, merely er sentinel trees, growing in unex
a convenient standing-ground; your pected places, far behind; on and
a mighty surveyor of earth and up, to tlie disfmal thicket of spruces,
gummy, dwarfed, and impenetrable.
sky!
“ Up up,” breathes the wind that One is ternipted to remember Darwin
«mites the peaks!
The siren voice and liis theories, and revert for the
of the waterfall, the ever-gushing time be-ing to those ages long past
stream, the velvety moss'and scraggy when man possessed the wild animal
steeps welcome the wanderer as Ln instincts, and conquered everything
in his path; only such an indomita
days of old.
ble will gets- a body safely through
At the first peep o ’ dawn, it is
tlie hostile army of spruces, and up
glorious fun to begin the ascent of
to the craggy heights; a leap from
a mountain.
The first thing
one
boulder to boulder, many falls and
hears from the guide, is— “ b’ars live
many uprisings, with renewed deter
round here m ostly.”
Your
heart
mination, till the grand and glorious
leaps as you look twice at every dark
summit is reached. Crater-like open
ings in the granite ledges, oruim-bldng
rocks and grey desolation,—can this
be the height of one’s aspirations in
climbing up the mighty mountain?
Beyond and around, in- the infinite
blue of a boundless sky, and the
T IM E T A B L E
misty lights of the earth
below,
where
lakes
of
silv-ery
hue,
and
riv
In Effect May 8, 1915
ers, like shimmering ribbons, wind
FAR M INGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm in and out of the shadows—in all
ington for Phillips, Rangeley, Kingfield and Big
this panorama of water, woods, and
elow at 5:15 P. M-. and for Phillips at 12:07 P. M.
so vast, yet so simple, lies
Passenger trains arrive from Phillips at 6:56 A . sky,
M., and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at the mysterious power that draws tlie
2.10 P. M.
summit.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M ., and leaves at mountain climber to the
11:00 P. M.
Back to tlie forest primeval,—all, onSTRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming- ly
the mountain climber feels the
ton at 6:23 A . M . and 1:37 P. M ., for Phillips at
he alone
12:37 P. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 6:46 true greatness of living;
P. M., and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 6:50 P. M. surveys the bread earth like a king,
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:37
overlooking his realms. Tlie forest
P. M. and 5:46 P. M ., from Bigelow at 1:25 P. 1VL.
from Rangeley at 1:37 P. M ., and from Phillips at allures the wanderer, but the m-igk6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M.
ty mountain peak conquers the very
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A . Mi(
luomage,
trom Rangeley at 10:35 A . M. and from Kingfield soul of man, and renders
at 8:10 A . M.
^
only to the infinite sky.
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 1:45 P. M ., for
The descent of a mountain is a
Farmington at 8:45 A . M ., for Bigelow at 9:00 A .
M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 12:01 P. M.
return from the ethereal to
the
PHILLIPS— Passenger trains leave for Farm earthly, and lacks the inspiration of
ington at 6:00 A . M. and 1:15 P . M ., for Rangeley
the upward climb.
Standing upon
at 6:13 P. M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:55 the lowland, once again, there
is
P. M. and 6:08 P. M., from Rangeley at 1:05 P. M.
only one regret in the heart of the
Mixed trains leave for Farmington at 7:30 A . M-,
mountain climber, the
realization
Rangeley at 1:20 P. M ., Strong 10:15 A . M.
Mixed trains arrive from Rangeley at 10:00 A . M ., that lie has left his greatness!?) far,
from Strong at 12:25 P. M .. and from Farmington
fair above on tlie summit, and in
at 2:15 P. M.
R A N G E L E Y —Passenger train leaves for Farm hum ility'of spirit he wends hais way
ington at 11:25 A M ., and arrives from Farming- back to camp.

T R IP

!'"-'»I

CLIMBING A

M OUNTAIN

Nothing Like It, Except the Descent

self

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

ton at 7:60 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Strong at 3:45 P. M .,
and leaves at 7:30 A . M.
SALEM— Passenger train leaves at 1:00 P. M.
for Farmington and arrives at 6:15 P. M .

K IN G FIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bige
low at 9:00 A . M. and 6:38 P. M ., for Farmington
at 12:40 P. M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm
ington at 10:50 A . M .. and arrives from Farm ington at 7:28 P. M., from Kingfield at 10:00 A . M.
F- N . B E A L , General Manager

Announcing the A rriva l.

Three-year-old Artnuris mother re
cently commenced taking piano les
sons. Arthur was much interested in
everything the teacher said and did,
and when he saw her coming the sec
ond time he ran into the house an
nouncing, “ Oh, mamma, here comes
that one, two, three.”

CALIFORNIA RAINBOW TROUT TAKEN BY DR. HEBER BISHOP AT
CLEARWATER LAKE.
Th-i-s shewed that they ha-d
gone
over the dam into Clearwater Lake.
Last Saturday Dr. Bishop went down
for a fishing trip to Harmony Ledge,
his home at the head of the lake,
and in the pool formed by the dam,
threw out his l-ine.
It was then that he caught tlie
fish he exhibited yesterday. It gave
him a great fight and it W'as fully
three-quarters of an hour befere he
got it anywhere near the net. The
fish is 19 inches long and weighed 4
pounds.
He caught another 5%
pounds and 22 inches long that is
being mounted for tlie miuseum at
Augusta.
Tlie fish has a small head with
beautifully colored opicals. * There
is a rainbow bar from the gills to the
tail along the median line, with sal
mon markings along tlie back and
half way down th-e sides. There is
an iirridescent purple, white and pink
belly.
It makes delicious eating.
This fish has brought its Western
habits with it, for instead of spawn
ing in th-e fall like our trout and sal
mon, it does it in the spring.
It
was trying to get back over ’the dam
into the pond for this purpose when
caught.
For that reason Dr. Bish
op states that a law will have to be
p;uS6ed to protect it so that it may
not be caught at least before June
1. '
This will give it time to spawn
and then it will add another splen
did specimen to the Maine fish. As
the two caught shewed a growth of
four and five pounds in four years
i+ is proof that they can be propa
gated here successfully and grow to
larger size.

horse” would be a mere bagatelle,
as it.were.
Two well known Lew
iston young men found themselves in
a bartering mood near Rumford June
tion on a rainy Saturday night about
six hours after dark.
It was at an
hour when all decent minded horsejeekeys were getting their
beauty
sleep and the walking was simply
punk.
au.toisit-owner, driver and all
that
sort of thing yer know.
The other
is not.
That is to say, he was not
but since lii-s little trip down from
Boston the o-ther night, he is strong
on the weak points of autoing. He
also knows something about gasolene
end its relation to tlie auto. He says
an a-uto without gasolene is like a
fall in a dream because it comes so
sudden, and then again one
never
knows ju-st where he will find hiprself when he wakes up.
Being a guest cf a well meaning
host who had already ‘proven
his
loyalty to the cau-se just out of
Portsmouth, by carrying a
'fivegallon can fuLl of gasolene one mile
to his thirsty car, his language was
less potent than it otherwise would
have been, when it was- finally de
cided to pedestrianize six miles of
muddy country road in a drizzling
rain.
From Boston he had phoned
his wife that he was “ coming throu©
by auto” and would be home at abou-t 8 o’clock.
He ¡had
“come
through” only to Rumford Junction
and it wias nearly midnight and six
miles to walk.
How co-uld he ever
convince hits- wife that it ‘was gas
olene and not enough of that, that
they got in Portsmouth ? Ho-w would
W O U L D A B O L IS H MASS.
F IS H
»lie know that he had net walked
A N D G AM E C O M ’ N. *
all the way from Boston?
Tlie car
was at Rumford Junction Ju-s-t where
The substitution of a single fish
the gasolene left it, and that could
and game co-mimiissioner for the pres
not be offered ‘as evidence—it was
ent board of three commissioners of
|an exhibit sure enough, but wasn't
Massachusetts is recommended
by
Iavailable for home use.
His only
the commission on efficiency
and
i proof was hils host and the host had
economy, in a report submitted to
¡troubles of his own.
Yes indeed.
the governo-r and .council and tlie
It
is
all
over
now—that
is except
legislature Tuesday.
The report
charges that the administration cf the lameness from “bilking,” but both
the fish and game department has men have resolved never again to
been lax, that no comprehensive pol attempt to auto through from Bos
icy has been adopted, that the cost ton without plenty of gasolene. And
No
of the farms and fish hatcheries has they speak from experience.
been excessiye and that the expense kidding.—Lewiston Sun.

accounts of the commissioners have
contained improper items.
The commission criticizes the rel
ations of George W. Fi-el-d, chairman
of the fish and game comis-sion, with
the management of the state game
reservation at Sharon.
The report

i
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SEBAGO LAKE AND
THEREABOUT
The lover of fish and game for
which the state is noted will, find in
¡Sebago Lake th-e first field for ex
ercise of his special hobby. Within
seventeen miles of Portland it hard
ly. seems possible that so complete a
change o-f scene can occur.
Sebogo
surprises the city dweller who thinks
that one must travel great ’distances
to find wholly natural conditions, for
here, within four hours of Boston or
eleven of New York, are a® wild en
vironment and fine game fishing as
can anywhere be found.
This lake, sixteen miles: long and
about six miles wide, covers an area
of nearly one hundred square miles.
From it are taken s-opie of the larg
est and gamest fresh water fish—among them the unrivaled landlocked
salmon, regarded by many a® the
most aerobatic quarry sought by ang
lers.
Many have been taken from
the waters of Sebago as high
as
eighteen pounds in weight; the aver
age being from six to fifteen pounds.
A local guide tells of a new “ sport”
—the invariable term used by M-aine
guides to describe their employers—
wlio hooked a fish. “ You’ve go t one,”
said tlie guide as the flash of molten
silver sprung from tlie far end of the.
line.
The “ sport” looked back, saw
the repeated wild leaps of the splen
did catcih and said “ No, I’ve got
three fish.”
*
Sebago offers the first fishing of
the year. When “ thè ice is out’” tel
egraphic word is flashed over the
country notifying anglers that some
of tlie best ' fishing of the year is available.
Tills early angling neces
sitates warm clothing, and tlie big
log fire which adds charm when blue
day’s sport is over.
Tli© majority
of the best Sebago resorts and camps
are open to receive early enthusiasts,
and furnish excellent accommoda
tions.
Although the salmon of Sebago Lake are caught all
through
summer, and occasional big fish even
in August, the seeker after the best
sport in these waters should be here
when the ice goes- out.
In mid-sea
son tlie special angling attraction is
tlie black bass, of small (mouth var
iety.
Brook trout have been placed
in these waters by tlie state in large
numbers for several years and catches
up to five pounds are being made.
North from Sebago Lake and al
most equally good for angling, espec
ially for black basis, is Long Lake, a
natrrow, interesting water, on
the
shores of which aire Naples and Har
rison, two popular summer resorts.
From Naples a delightful coaching
trip can he made through to tlie
White Mountain- resorts-.
Between these two lakes steamers
make their way through Songo Riv
er, immortalized by Longfellow, and
not lies-s well known as “ the erookedest river in the world.” This trip
is itself well worth taking, not alone
for tlie beauty of th-e scenery but
for the experience, unique to many,
of pais-sing through the locks of a
canali/.
About forty miles northward and
accessible from Fry-eburg station-, on
the Mountain Division is famous Lake
Kezar, which, during the past ten
years, has achieved a prominent pos
ition among the leading angling re
sorts of the state.
Kezar is within
seven hours of Boston and fourteen of
New York.
It is ■flanked to the
west and north- by the White Moun
tain range, wooded with pine, baisam and hardwoods to tlie winter’s
edge, and is accessible by excellent
automobile roads.
The lake i© ten Imiles in length
and varies from one to'tw o miles in
widthi.
From its level1 tlie entire
Presidential Range of the ‘White
Mountains can be seen. Many small
tributary brooks , furnish
breeding
ground and refuge for tlie game fish.
The landlocked salmon here attain
over fourteen, pounds in weight; the
state game and fish commissioners
report that this lake is- peculiarly
well adapted to the propagation of
landlocked salmon, which have been
steadily on. the increase since their
introduction.
They are taken in
largest numbers soon after th-e ice
leaves the lake; the average weight
is about seven pounds.
Trolling is
tlie custom in eariy spring, followed
by fly-fi/slhimg and still-fishing in Sep
tember which, attracts men from all
parts of the country.
Kezar Lake is famous also for its
superb black bass,
The average
size of these fish is about two
(Continued on page seven).
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Maurice Toothaker has been repair
ing the boats and camp of the club
at Mt. Blue pond.
L- B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
A daiimty birth card received this
week announces the arrival oi Miss
Martha Barkora. on May 1st, at the
OUTING EDITION
pages . ............................................... $ LOO per year home of Mr. and (Mrs. J. A. Taylor,
LOCAL EDITION
Canada.
The young miss
tipped
IB and 16 p a g e s....................................$1.50 per year
the scales at 10 pounds.
Mrs. Tay
Canadian. Mexican. Caban and Panama sui>lor was formerly Miss Nellie Bartlett,
siripUon 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
who resided in Phillips for several
6 cents extra.
years.
Her Imany friends in town
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
extend felicitations.

Phillips, Maine

P H IL LIP S ,

Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Hajpniden went
to Portland Monday for a few days;.
Mr. Hamden will attend the Masonic
meetings of the Grand Lodge which
convene there this week. Mr. Ham
den is the present Master of Blue
Mountain Lodge iin, Phillips.
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby went to
Rangeley last Saturday.
Alton Dunham lias purchased Frank
Haley’s Stanley steamer.
Harlan White and Alfred Weston
have been in Canrabalsset for the
week past^ assisting on building
a
bridge on the line of the Sandy Riv
en & Rangeley Lakes I'ailroad.
W. J. Ros,s is confined to his home
with a had Shoulder caused
firotm
being thrown from a carriage
cn
Wednesday.
Mr. Ross was driving
on the street when an auto passed
from which the safety valve
blew
out nearly under th© horse, whio
would not ordinarily have
been
frightened, except for this unusual
noise.
Mr. Ross was thrown out
and the horse ran up the road bo-1
wards George Bangs’ but turned aroound and came back to where the
tipov-er occurred.
It was at first
thought that Mr. Ross’ arm
was
broken, but fortunately the
result
was only a dislocation o f the shoul
der, which. Mr. Ross thinks is bad
enough.
Drs. Currier and Higgins
were called to attend him.
Preble’s Old Corner d; ug store which
has been for some years a land mark in
the village was closed last Friday at
the order of the sheriff. Last Thurs
day E. L. Russell of the John W. Per
kins Co., of Portland arrived in town
and put an attachment on the proper
ty. It was intended to keep the store
open for trade but the sheriff closed
the store the next day and it has been
closed ever since. Geo. E. Fogg, at
torney for the John W. Perkins Co.,
was in town yestei’day to settle the
matter and to get the store open but
nothing can be done until the stock has
been taken. It i3 not known what dis
position will be made of the property
but we understand that bids have been
made for it.

Miss Mildred Toothaker will
he
employed at the Mountain View
T a j Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire 1-Iouse this smnmejr.
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. CampLast Sunday morning a large and ap
i tar and Outing news, and the Franklin county
preciative
audience gathered at the
lo ;atly.
to welcome Miss
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Methodist church
and game photographs from ts readers.
Crowell back as pastor for another
When ordering the adirepa of your paper year. A very able discourse was deliv
changed, please give the old as weii as new
ered upon “ Some Modern Alternatives
a ddress.
*
for the Gospel.” The church has great
ly prospered under the pastorate of
T H U R S D A Y , M A Y 6, 1915.
Miss Cruwell and the prospects are
bright for even a more successful year
than the past has been. Notwithstand
O B IT U A R Y .
ing an illness of two months 300 pastor
al calls have been made during the past
(Continued from page one).
tbaaa a week, the end coming peace year.
Monday evening the Women’ s organ
fully Monday evening.
Two sister®,
ized Bible class of which Miss Crowell
Mrs, Deborah Peary and M ips. Plieobe
is the teacher, met at her rooms for a
Abbott and four brothers',
Daniel,
social evening. Plans for new work
Wm. T., Edwaird T., and David also
were taiked over and the certificate of
survive.
the class was signed by the charter
Funeral services were held frcQn members. Refreshments of ice-cream
lier late licme, Rev. H. A. Childs of and cake were served. This class has
ficiating.
The four brothers acted a membership of 21.
as behrers.
Interment was at Ever
Mrs. A. D. Graffam was called to
green; cemetery.
Flagstaff (Thursday) by the death of
Among the floral tributes which her father, Mr. David Butler of Flag
testified to the high esteem in which staff. Mr. Butler was quite an aged
she was held were the following: man.
Although May Day was a rainy one
Pinks and roses, Mr. and Mrs. David
Hoar; carnations, Mr®. Addle Rich- ■and it was impossible to hold the exer
ardsou, Miss Prudence Richardson, cises by the Sunday school children on
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mr. and the lawn at the Parish House as plan
Mrs. H. O. Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. ed, there was a goodly number who at
G. A. Proctor, M?p. and Mrs. A. H. tended the indoor program. The MaySprague, Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hoar, pole was wound and numerous games in
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Whitney, Margar charge of Miss Irwin were enjoyed.
et and Howard^ Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Ice cream and cake were on sale.
Edwin C. White has been confined
Riddle, Mr. ana Mrs. F. L. Marchetti;
to his home by illness the past week
floral wreath, Mr. and Mrs. Atnos
being afflicted with rheumatism.
Ellis, Mr., and Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ramsdell of
and Mrs. Leslie Abbott;
daffodils,
FEDERATED CHURCH
Weld were in town Wednesday to at
Ladies’ Aid society; calla lilies, Mr.
tend the funeral of Mr. A. W. Bean.
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish, Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Saturday evening at the parsonage
W. E. Tibbetts;
floral
pillow,
Calendar fer week ending May
occurred the marriage of Miss Gladys
“ mother,” family; pinks Rnd roseis,
Witham to Mr. Nathaniel Steward, 15.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Haley; magnolia
Sunday, May 9: 10.45-—Morning
the double ring service being used.
wreath with roses, Mr. and Mrs. I.
wc*rsibiip.
Sermon “Religion in the
W. Mitchell; tulips, Miss Maude
Home.”
12.10— Sunday school. 7.30
Soule; White roses, Miss Annie Fog a reputation among the sportsmen for —People’s service.
Address, “ The
arty; May fiowers and pinks, Miss the remarkable success lie had in Master’s Touch,”
Abby Carpenter, Miss Mary Barker, bringing the fish to his net. They
Thursday, May 13: 7.30— Prayer
Mrs. Abby Poor; eailla lilies, Mr. and ! used to rejmark that “ A1 could catch meeting.
Mrs. E. B. Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. W. j fis wiliere there weren’t any.” There
E. Patterson,, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. ! was nothing he enjoyed better than M E T H O D IS T EPISC O PA L C H U R C H
Porter, Mr. and Mips. F. H. Kempt on, , a fishing or bunting trip, and it was
Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Alibee, Mr. and ! liis good fortune and pleasure cn his
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Mrs. S. B. McCard, Mr. and Mrs. H. ! last hunting trip, when lie was un
Sunday, May 9. Morning Worship,
B, McCard, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Ellis, able to go on the brail, that he slho.ul 10.45.—Sermon, “ The Free G ift,” Sun
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Hinkley, Mrs. shoot a deer while on the watch from day School 12,Junior League 3, Bp worth
Ann Toothaker, Mr®. Lucy Hinkley, ■his station in the barn,.
League 7. Subject—“ What God Can
Mrs. Geneva Dunham, Mrs.
Bert
Mr. Bean was in the employ of Do With a Man Unafraid,” Leader,
Toothaker, Mrs. C. H. Neal and Max Wilbur & Company fer nine years Mrs. Fogg. Prayer and Praise Service,
well.
in their grocery store on
Depot 7.30
Th trsday, May 13. Mid-week prayer
street.
meeting,
7.30.
A L M O N D W A S H B U R N BEAN
At the time of the building of the
narrow gauge railroad from FarjmimgThe death of Almond Washburn ton to Phillips he was fireman for
Airs. D. F. FiletM, red roses; Air. and
Bean, who lias been a great suffer S. L. Twombly and they run the first
Airs. H. H. Field, bouquet; Air. and
er from Bright’s disease for months train into FhiiLiiips.
Mrs. Edwin Parker, daybreak pinks;
past, occurred last Monday, May 3,
The only secret order to which, lie Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Beedy, pinks;
at 10.25 a. m.
For more than a year was affiliated was the Knights of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Parker, pinks;
he has suffered from fatty d©genera-^ Pythias.
Air. and Airs'. Carroll Knapp, pinks;
tion of the heart which developed in
The funeral services were
held Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal, daybreak
to Bright’s disease.
He was ‘ able Wednesday, May 5, at the home,
and white pinks; Mr. and Mrs. R.
some of the time to be about and do at 2.39, Rev. M. S. Hutchins officiat
H. Preble, R. H. Trecartin, pinks;
a little light work but tiiais been con ing and Mr. C. F. Chandler in charge.
Maine Woods crew, red roses;
Air.
fined to his home since last Novem The pail bearers, odd friends of the
and Mrs. N. H. Hamden, daybreak
ber and much of the time suffering deceased were Messrs. W. B. But
pinks; Ernest Mildls, bouquet;
Mr.
intensely and submitting _ frequently ler, K A. Ellsworth, N. T. Toothaikand Mrs. A. W. MdLeary, white
to tapping.
He has been unable to er, L. A. Warthley.
pinks.
lie down for weeks.
, Interment was in Evergreen ceme
Besides bis immediate family
Through, all the weary days of suf tery.
fering be was ever brave and optis- he leaves one isister, Mrs. J. W. OLD BELIEFS ABOUT HEALTH
nmtie, and bis friends who called Brackett.
Many Are the Myths to W hicfi People
Much sympathy lias been extended
were always met With a smile* and
Have Clung Through the
a cheery word.
One of Mr. Bean’s to the family in their sorrow.
Centuries.
Beautiful floral tributes were sent
characteristics was Ms genial dispos
How many people believe that gold
Mrs. A.
ition and the love of a good joke, by the follow in g friends:
Mr. wedding rings rubbed on the eye will
which be carried with Mm to the W. Bean, basket of flower®;
and Mrs. George Bean., red roses; cure styes? That green apples cause
last.
colic? That earrings improve sight?
Mr. Bean was the son of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Beedy, ciaillla That a copper wire round the waist
lilies;
Lament
and
Shepard
Bean,
Mrs. Milton W. Bean and was bom
prevents rheumatism? That only nasty
Brackett, medicines cure? That whisky is good
in Avon July 6, 1858.
On October pink roses;.1 Mrs. J. W.
22, 1882 he was married to Adella Mils® Miriam Brackett, J. Scott Brack for pretty nearly any ailment? That
Y. Ramsdell.
To them have been ett, red roses; Mr. and Mrs, A. O. the moon affects lunatics? That tuber
born four children, George A. Bean, Reed, bouquet; Mrs. S. L. Twomibiy, culosis is hereditary? That measles is
Mrs. inevitable? That typhoid comes from
Mrs. Everett -Reedy, Lament
and Mrs. C. N. Parker, bouquet;
dead weeds or fish in drinking water?
Shepard Bean, all of Phillips.
, Lionel Allen, Mrs. George Maisterman
That red flannel (must be red!) is
roses; good for sore throats? That sewer gas
The early years of bis life were Mis® Celia Whitney, pink
passed on the farm with his father, Arthur Shepard, pinks; Mr. and Mrs. is poison? That smallpox can be tele
doing guiding in the Rangeley Lakes N. T. Toothaker, bouquet; Mr. and phoned from one person to another?
region summers, and here he made Mrs. Edwin White, bouquet; Mr. and That mosquitoes come from decompos

ing leaves? That malaria is due to
night air? That robust people do not
have ‘smallpox? That scarlet fever
scales are infectious? That raw beef
steak is good for a black eye? That
drinking cow’s blood fresh and warm
cures consumption? That the smell
from a horse stable cures consump
tion? That if medicine is good for sick
people, it must be still better for well
ones? That eating turnips makes one
brave? That onions cure or prevent
smallpox? That dead bodies necessar
ily breed a pestilence? That rusty
nails produce tetanus (lockjaw) ?
These and many more like myths
make up the fragmentary creeds on
health that we have inherited.

very excellent stomach and a ¿on.
science that does not trouble him.”
Peel, according to Greville, when re
signing the leadership, begged the
queen never to recall him, since he
could nol^ forget that Pitt, Fox and
Canning had all died in office, the vietims of overwork and worry, and that,
worse still, Lord Castlereagh and
Lord Liverpool had also died in office
the one a maniac and the other an
idiot.
W here A rt Ceases.

All art is a matter of nature or
life acted upon by man; a part taken
out of its accidental surroundings and
given artistic form. At either side of
the field of true art is a waste place,
HAD TO ADMIT “DRAWBACKS” where art ceases to have beauty. And
the wastes on the one side is reached
Doubtful, However, If Auctioneer’s when the artist becomes so enamored
of life that he forgets to interpret, to
“ Candor” Interfered W ith the
give artistic form, and only brings
Sale of the Estate.
forth a photographic image; while tha‘;
A certain London auctioneer, in ad waste on the other side is reached!
dition to a fine personal appearance when the artist perfects his form but
and splendid elocutionary talents, is forgets to put life into it.—Sheldon
possessed of considerable culture and Cheney.
knowledge of human nature.
At a book sale this gentleman would
read with exquisite taste passages Bobby’s First Day at Sunday School.
At the Eastminster Presbyterian
from the books he was selling, with
brief biographies and criticisms of Sunday school the primary class sits
their authors, reciting hexameters on little chairs around tables. A lit.
from Greek and Roman classics, and tie girl took her small brother, aged
rendering passages from humorous three, to Sunday school a week ago
writers with *a tone and air so lu for the first time. When they came
dicrous as to set the room in a roar home sister reported that Bobbie had
of laughter. Thus he often won higher behaved splendidly except at first she
prices for books than those got at the couldn’t get him to sit dowrn. When
his mother asked him why he didn’t
shops.
An amusing example of his clever want to sit down, he replied:
“I wasn’t hungry, so I didn’t want
ness in extolling an estate is the lan
guage with which he once closed a to eat anything.”— Kansis City Star,
highly-colored description of the prop
erty he was selling. For a few mo
Kerosene Paste F ire Kindler.
ments he paused, and then said:
The safest and most satisfactory
“And now, gentlemen, having given
kindling I have ever used is a paste
a truthful description of this magnifi-1
made of ashes and coal oil. It can be
cent estate, candor compels me to ad- i
kept in an old candor jar and a table
mit that it has two drawbacks—the lit-!
spoonful is sufficient to start a fire
ter of the rose leaves and the noise of i
without other kindling! It should be
the nightingales.”
of the consistency of corn meal dough
Tw entieth Century Enterprise.

and is absolutely safe from explosion.
—Henry Norton

“ Halloa!” Jellison cried, as he en
countered his acquaintance, Barwood, \
B IR T H S .
in the street. “Thought you were get
ting married today. Postponed?”
Kingfield, AIay 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
“ Altogether,” answered Barwood,
Grenville A. Taylc-r, a son.
firmly.
“ Not even engaged now, then?” pur-,
M A R R IA G E S
sued Jellison.
“ No; the lady I was to have married
was too modern, too up to date for
Pillilips, May 2, by Rev. M. S.
me.”
Hutdhins, Naturani el B. Steward and
“ Up to date!” The excuse aston Miss Gl'adys Withiam, both of Avon, i
ished Jellison. “ How on earth— ! ”
“Wrote her last Monday saying I '
was coming to see her on Wednesday. |
You see, although we had beeif en
Phillips, May 3, Afimond Washburn
gaged for some time, I had never for
mally proposed. So I went on Wednes Bean, aged 56 yearns, 10 mioontlns.
day, just to satisfy her whim, as I
Strong, April 24, Airs. Emfma M.,
thought. Got there and found she i wife of James F. WortMey, aged 81
had sold to a cinematograph com- |years.
pany the rights of photographing me j Weld, April 30, Airs. Carrie Filleat the moment of proposing.
That i
browm, wife of Edwin Pari in, aged
settled it.”
about 73 yeans.
Rangeley, April 27, Airs. Heniy T.
Hard Life of English Cabinet Men.
■Ciniball,.
aged 80 years.
The laboriousness of a cabinet min-1
ister’s life was realized by John I Farmington, May 2, Mrs. Hannah
Bright, who declared that a man in I 1., wi fe of Supply B. Hunter, aged
office required “very strong healtji» a ! 66 years, 10 month®, 21 days.

A co ffe e th a t p o sitiv e ly d e lig h ts e v e ry
u ser. Its q u a lity is a lw a y s th e s a m e —
d oesn ’ t “ p eter o u t” a ft e r on e learns to
lik e it. Its fla v ou r can n ot be m a tch ed .
Y o u can d ep en d upon “ W h ite H ou se to
th e u tm o st lim it.
IN 1, 2 A N D 3 L B . T IN C A N S O N L Y
Dwirvell-Wright Co., Principal Coffee Roasters, Boston & Chicago

METZ 25
A Car that is built right. Handsomely finished. Simple in operation
Economical in up-keep. Among the attractions it possesses is the

ATTRACTIVE

PRICE

Call and let us demonstrate this car to you.

CHAS. W. SKILLINGS,
i

R. F. D. 4,

Farmington,», ----Me

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , M A Y 6, 1915.
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the family lot in the village cemet ing for Mrs. Bradford Beal,
spent
ery.
The casket was completely Sunday with relatives in Phillips.
On« cent a word lo advance.
N o headline or
¡¡her chapiay. Subjects in a, b. c. order
banked with, beautiful flowers which
Bernard, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
were contributed by relatives, friends, Alonzo Kennedy, ha® been, quite ill
FOR SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
teachers of the village schools, Lad the past week suffering from a se
H. P. complete $85: 4 ^ H. P. $110:
ies’ Aid society, etc. The loving es vere cold.
i H. P. $!25: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
teem in which she wiais held by the
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio N. Luce were
community was evidenced by
the in New Vineyard Sunday the guests
jj.fiO.
Other sizes in proportion.
--------- *
Large number of people who climbed of relatives.
Thirty days free trial. Thorndike
(Special Correspondence.)
the long hill leading to hep* home on
jlechine Co.. Portland, Maine.
Mrs. Eva Max field of YairmouthStrong» May 4.—Miss Mattie Gil- the day of the funeral. Mrs. Woirthviile, who is Grand Chief of the
key of Farmington was in town a Ley was bcim in Avon 81 years ago,
Sisterhood order, was in town last
A competent housekeeper wishes few days the first of the week, the
to do general housework in a small guest of Mrs. Olive Dodge and other
familyHas a boy 13 years old friends.
whom she wishes to take with her,
Mrs. Margie Butters of CambridgeS«iid answers to Mrs. George Allen, port, Masts., Ls in town, the guest of
Wilton, Maine.
relatives and friends.
She
was
called here by tine death of
Mrs.
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur James Worth!ey.
All of the teachers in town attend
ther information write to Box
67,
Bustis, Maine.
ed the Franklin County Teacher®’
Convention which was held at Far
FOR SALE—Revolver flashlight, com mington last Thursday and Friday.
plete; sell $4.
Animal smoker $1.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Wither ell went
j®&e Roberson, Zumbro Falls, Min- W ilton Tuesday of last week to visit
■esota.
Martin Co-noil y and family.
Mrs.
Wither ell returned Tuesday night
TO LET—For the season, six-room
and Mr. Withenell remained
until
cottage furnished on Rangeley Lake
Sunday.
i(tireer South Rangeley and OquosHarry J. Bates its- having liis resi
goc;; also motor boat.
Write
C.
dence on Depot street wired for elec
p. Goodridge, Oquossoc, Maine.
tric lights.
Mrs. Etta Ti*ue was in Farmington
CA-MP FOR GIRLS on shore of Ran
geley Lake.
Address Miss Sarah on buslines® Last Friday.
Mis® Lottie Brackley spent the
—
Soule, Rangeley, Maine.
COW MOOSE IN CAPTIVITY AT SEARSMONT
week end, guest of her parents, Mr.
Bhoto by courtesy of Bangor Commercial.
POR SALE— Su-nymer cottage
and and Mrs. Frank Brackley.
She re
stable, together with Lots. If sold turned Sunday afternoon.
at once will be sold for les® than it
Dr. C. W. Bell was a professional the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John week and inspected Cleopatria Tem
east to build. Information regarding j caller in Farmington one day
At the age of 25, she ple No. 90. .She Returned heme Mom
Last Mittdhell.
same cheerfully given.
F. G. Hay I week.
was manried and for six yeaps lived day noom after spending a few days
den, Abbott, Maine.
In 1865 tike family moved with her cousin, Mrs. J. E. Win®Low.
Miss Alice Hunter of the Normal in Avon.
school spent Sunday with her par to« Strong and have since occupied tkal Tire Camp Fire Girls are rehears
TO LET—Two large sunny rooms at ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lcrin Hunter.
farmhouse Where she died.
Sbe Was ing far a drama and entertainment to
hotel at Rangeley Lakes, Including
Mis® Anna Norton attended
the a devoted member of the Methodist be given May 14th.
board and laundry. Reasonable. Ad- Convention at Fartmimgton last Fri church in Strong for over 50 years
Miss Mary Perkin® has
finished
ires.«, Mrs. J. R. Burns, 14 Pond St.,
ar.d wa® actively interested in the work for Mrs. Horatio N. Luce and
day.
Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mrs. Lorin Hunter and daughter, Ladies’ Aild and the Sunday school. has returned to her home tm Far
Hazel were in Portland last week, She was a devoted wife and mother, mington.
• c
FOR SALE}— Potato seed for planting,
sihe
whefre Mi sis Hazel went to consult and the big fajrm house where
Walter A. Bradford wa® iin Far
something new, the Blue
Mountain
lived for 50 years is filled with evi mington the first of the week
rtc ooculdst.
on
variety, originated from the Green
for business.
Mis® Lilia Norton of Farmington is dences of lier oaire and love
Mountain potato.
Very nice. Seed
those around her. f .IIer mind remain
working for Mrs. Austin Voter.
Miss Marion Presson went to Far
$1.00 per bushel.
Frank Chandler,
last mington Wednesday of this
Mention was made in last week’s ed alert and youthful to the
week,
Phillips, Maine.
issue of the death of Mrs.
Elmma and despite bier years she ever felt where she gave a reading Wednes
wife of Ex-Sheriff J. F. Worthley. a keen interest for her li/ome, her day evening at a Sistenluood enter
P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D The funeral was held Tuesday after church or the community.
Mrs. tainment.
noon conducted by Rev. W. P. HoJ- Worthley is survived by a husband,
LAUNCH ES.
John Hellen of Farmington is in
a son, F. C. Worthley of Strong and town doing some work in the ceme
2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes mam, who’ paid a tender and apprec
snd light boats, $48.00. Largest stock iative tribute to her useful and beau a daughter, Cora Worthley of Green tery and other places.
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER tiful life. A quartet composed of Mr®. field, N. H., and a brother, Isaiah
Miss Gladys Witliam of Flidlfips Ls
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland.
A younger in town working in the toothpick
M. A. Will, Miss Frankie
Keene, Mitchell of Yarmouth.
This Get’s ’Ern~Hornung Combined. Messrs. C. V. Starbird and
M. A. son, Ernest, died 16 years ago. Moth ¡mill.
Shte is boarding with her aunt,
Will sang several beautiful selections. er and son are ncrvv resting side by Mrs. Eugene Dickey.
Much sympathy is felt for the
D. side.
Perfect spinner, dandy wobbler, with C. B. Richardson, DiaJh Sweet, P.
A school has been started
on
enticing- reflection and flutter.
Of
feeble husband, son and daughter wli Taylor Hill, with Mrs. Addle Vau
Stubbs
and
L.
S.
Smith
acted
as
finest materials, brass, copper, or |
nickel and copper finished. Trouta■headers.
Interment was made
in have lost such a devoted wife jwnd ghan a® th® teacher.
size. 25c each: $2.50 dozen—brass size, j
mother.
35c: $3.50 dozen. T ria l spoon on receipt
Dr. J. W. Nichols of Farmington
o f price i f not at dealers. Calinet Co.. I
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunter moved was a professional caller in, town
Dept. 2. Box 1928. Los Angeles, Calif. I
from the upstairs rent in
Arthur the first of the week.
EuiS'tis’ house to their home in Phil
Miss Delia Butler is in New Port
O f an Occasional Trip to
lips.
land visiting relatives before start
Mrs. Jesse Phillips was called to ing on liter trip to California.
Five hundred rabbits wanted during ;
the home of her brother, James
this month Will pay fifteen cents each
Mis® Sadie Bates is caring for
delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the W elch last week, on account of the James Worthley, wihio is
suffering
to be shot with nothing smaller than
serious illness of her parents,
Mr.
No. 2 shot. For further information
and Mrs. Isaiah Welch.
write or phone
Miss Charlotte Burns, who is work-^
Is
the
Hotel
Decided
Upon
as
a
M. F. STEVEN S, Dover, Me.
ing for her uncle iin Farmington,
Home Daring Your Stay.
Phone 64.15
Positively the Only First-Class Modern spent Sunday jin town the guest of
House In th© City, With All Conven her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
:
M APS O F M A IN E
Water and Local and Long Distance Burns.
Miss Mattie Bunnell, who is workTelephone in All Rooms.

MUCH RESPECTED
LAD Y PASSES AW AY

Camp Fire Girls to Give a Drama—
School Starts on Taylor Hill.

,Special

Me.

SPINNER-WOBBLER

THE PLEASURE

Rabbits W a n t e d

PORTLAND

from a carbuncle on liis neck. His
many friendis liope for his speedy
recovery.

MADRID
May 4.
The Christmas Present Club met
with Mrs. Chas. Moore last week. Mrs.
A. C. Moore entertains next week.
All day meeting at Sandy River
Gran e
th.
At Sandy River Grange last Satur
day they voted to organize a degree
team, the members to be elected at
next meeting. This should be of inter
est to every member, and it Is to be
hoped that especial effort will be made
by everyone to be present.
Herbert Hinkley and wife, Mrs. Rob
inson, and Miss Peacock of Gardiner
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eben Hink
ley.
Mrs. Tibbetts of Gardner is visiting
her sisters, Mrs. Harrison Moores and
Miss Lucy Perry.
Chas. E. Moore, Archie Lufkin and
Weston Lufkin went to Haines Land
ing Wednesday for the season.
The Dunham School which was de
layed in opening on account of repairs,
began last week with Leona W. Long
fellow of Hallowell teacher.
The Stowers school is taught by Edna
I. Wallace of Foxcroft. She boards at
Hermon Sargent’s.
Miss Daisy Davenport, teacher at
the village school, attended the Teach
ers' Convention held in Farmington last
week.
Daniel Huff and family have moved
to West Freeman where Mr. Huff will
be employed in Starbird’s mill. They
were good neighbors and we are sorry
to lose them.
Grass is looking well in this section.
Notice of Sale of Real Estate.
Notice is hereby ^ive n that pursuant to a li
cense which issued from the Probate Court of
Franklin County in the State of Maine, dated
the third Tuesday of January, A. D., 1915. all the
right, title and interest of Benjamin P. McKeen.
late of Strong in said County and State, in and to
the following described real estate, will be sold
at public sale at the office of E. E- Richards, in
Farmington, in said County and State, on Friday,
the 11th day of June, A . D., 1915, at 2.30 o’clock
in the afternoon, namely; the following described
real estate of said Benjamin P. McKeen situated
in the County of Franklin, it being lot number
ten (10) in Range one (1) on the west side of
Sandy River known as the Benjamin P. McKeen
farm.
Dated at Farmington, Maine this 1st day of
May, A . D., 1915.
Kenneth A . Rollins,
Administrator of the estate of
Benjamin P. McKeen.

Had Run Out of Kisses.

Little Irene while away v is in g had
grown weary of the caresses showered
upon her by adoring relatives and
friends. So when one demonstrative
young lady begged. “Won’t you give
me just one kiss’ ” she shook her curly
head and lisped: “ No; I haven’t any
kisses left—oijly bites.”

NEW CHASE HOUSE

RESORTS A N D

ROADS

MAINE WOODS

Jnst a step from Monument Square

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
for maps of the fishing regions of the T ake the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car from
*tate, etc. We cam furnish the foliow- Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
maps:
BEST ROOMS IN T H E CITY
Franklin
Somerset
H. E. T H U R S T O N .
R. F. H IM M E L E IN .
Ojrford
Proprietors.
Piscataquis
Aroostook
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
Washington
YOUR CATCH OF RAW FU R » IF
Oatfng
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
bottle we give a written guarantee,
R.
and if not satisfied your money will be
Androscoggin
returned. We must please you or lose
Cumberland County
money.
Hancock
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
lennebeo
BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
Lincoln
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
BACK.
Waldo
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR J
fork
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
J. W B R A C K E T T G O ., the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
Phillips,’
M a in e.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
For luring muskrats only. Price (100150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
D aily Thought.
I call it improper pride to let fools’ For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
notions hinder you from doing a good sets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
Action. There’s no sort of work that
could ever be done well if you minded For making trails to and from sets.
'what fools say. You must have it Very powerful odor. Economical to
Inside you that your plan is right, and use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
6 Bottles $5.00
that . plan you must follow.—George 3 Bottles $2.50
Eliot.
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
Placing the Blame.
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
Jack—“Sent back your letter un SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.
opened, eh? Why did she do that?”
Tom—“She said the postman who de
livered it kicked her dog.”

County
$ .50
County
.50
County
.50
County
.50
County
.50
County
.50
map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Gaological map of Maine
.'£
R. map of Maine
.#
County
.35
.35
County
.50
County
•35
Mtflx County
.35
and Sagadahoc Counties .36
Penobscot County]
• . 5o
County
-36
Country .
.36

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

12 Rats Caught in One Day

C on du cts a first class jo b jp rin tin g d ep artm en t

One $3.00 Rat Trap (resets itself)
will be sent prepaid upon receipt of
$2.00 as sample. Made of galvanized
iron, 22 inches high, 10 inches diameter.
Money back if not satisfied. H. D.
SWARTS, Inventor and Manufacturer,
Box 566, Scranton, Pa.

w h ich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork

W h y n o t l e t u s H e lp
y o u -w itH

a d v e r tis in g ?

FOR

GUNS AND
F 8S H - R O D S

William

F. N yé

your

is*the great-

:st authority on refined oils in the
vorld. H e was the first bottler; has
he largest business and

W e d esig n and p rin t B ook s, L e a fle ts Folders,

NYOIL

s the best oil he has ever made.

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
il.
Use NYOIL on everything
¡rhere a light oil is needed. It ^reents rust and gives perfect lubricaion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
our firearms and your rod. You will
ind it by far the best. Hardware and
porting goods dealers sell it in large
rottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
n trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM

F. NYE,

N ew Bedford,Y-Mas*.

e tc ., and^jwould b e pleased to fu rn ish sam ples,
|

dum m ies and prices on requ est.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

M A IN E
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away from the book.
This angler two of my rods once and the ensuing loanLng-fly-rod, a short leader with cept and example it must ever
one fly, and turn him loose.
' will of course paralyze with terror tragedy was hearty-ending.
borne in mind that, while J *
Don’t casually leave your rod where
most of the trout in that part of the
Teach him the wrist movement of will accomplish much, will
¡stream that he infests.
When you the dangling flies will catch in a fly casting, and the necessity
of very uisefffl, and wortijr citbet'>
meet him. rioting down the sbrealm, passing dog or animal. Once on a bringing the fly back of center, as of any novice, it will nol
I
preceded by clouds of roiily water, very/ thirsty day, I came to a farm far as it is expected to go forward tain for Mm the heights of a.rti,
7** |
allow him to pass on without hurt, yard inhabited by harmless and in the oast.
For a time he will not perfection.
I loaned my
rod catch any adult trout, but will be
and smile encouragingly
on
him, friendly cows.
Trout fishing fc a many ^
j
though it be ever so feebly. Remem down over the watering trough, al overjoyed that be can take a few art in which few caa excel an<Uhi
the ignorant fingenlings in a® many none can master.
ber that every citizen has the right lowing tile leader to sink in
A good rod is a precious treasure to life, liberty and the
ineffectual water of the trough, with the flies hours.
He will probably break the
There 1m times and places
•—,a poor rod a wicked' snare. Sonne pursuit of trout in your streams. Af attached, so' that the leader would tod, Will snap off many rides on the
rod makers are confidence men and ter this invasion has ceased
I then went to the backward cast, and lose many flies Fortune will astonish the most
you not dry out.
foes of all lionest fishermen.
will allow the country to recover pump to drink. A gentle cow thought and leaders in trees and bushes. Al skillful with her generous beneiar
ions.
In these favorings skill
Their 1Handiwork is a thing of many from it before pursuing your pleas she would also drink at the trough, though he be not able to land the fly
little place.
But genius and u. I
and so involved her nose in the flies at any jdace selected, he will be
deceits.
ure.
mentality shame forth when time "'
I finally recovered pretty sure to hit every tree and bush
d o ashore, or make yourself com and stampeded.
Wrappings, and varnish, and guides
place are hostile.
Trout fishi^
rock, the remains o f the rod, but was nev within a hundred feet.
(nay all seem good to you, but some fortable on a handy log or
a mental exercise of th©
became
day you wild be fishing far from help smoke your pipe, adjust your flies, er able to discover what
Be patient with admonition
and order, not a slothful delay
and will, perchance, book an eight or tie a new leader and wait phil of the flies and the leader.
counsel, and in due time he will bites, as in angling for pike
inch trout of only ordinary vigor and osophically until the clouds roll by
If a interregnum comes to you on. emerge from this chrysalis into the muskellunge.
In this last sport v,
restored the stream and you have to
will find yourself gating stonily on a and confidence has been
shift perfect angler, and be able to swag are rowed hither and yon in ¡¡h.
broken rod.
Fate will
generally to tine panic stricken trout.
Be about by brushy trails, cut off your ger around and talk the “ shop” of vacuity, with, mayhap, an
decree that finis shall happen at the consoled with the assurance that this leader and reel up the line first so the craft with the best, and to set
tug only at day long jntervafe.
pre
particular hour when you seem to invader is not depleting your
up as an instructor of novices.
as to save unnecessary profanity.
trout fishing every moment is ^
hold all the trout in the stream in serves to any appreciable extent.
A rod with dangling flies carried in
You will hardly care to loan your nant every hour unfolds some
If the water be of good
temper
the hollow of your basket.
Wlhile
an automobile has been known to best rod to any one but a trusted delight.
you are trying to mend the broken and the weather favorable you can
entail serious results, for an auto veteran, for such a loan is the high
«rod, or, having given this up, are take up your joyous way in half an
mobile is no respecter of anything. est expression of confidence.
F IS H A N D G AM E W ILL BE q.
(walking mjorosely back to
camp, hour, but if the disturbance ha® been
Should1 yon loan your good rod to
It would just as soon spoil a rod as
H IB IT E D A T T H E EXPOSITION
you may comfort yourself a little by great you may wait longer. Patience
an accomplished artist, and it is re
IN JU N E .
Even a chicken, or a dog.
imagining new tortures for the rod- is the badge of all our tribe.
When the fly catches in an over turned to you broken and shivered,
fmaker if he could be placed in your the farmer knows better than, to use
He goes forth hanging branch and cannot be re you cannot feel hurt or indignant, Chairm an Austin of Fish and Gam
power.
I paid $22 once for a rod a short stubby rod.
Commission Provides This At
on the guaranty of a reputable firm equipped with a fifteen, foot cane leased by a few gentle flips and tugs for it lias Buffered the fortunes of
traction.
the war while being wielded by knightly
that sold it to me.
Within
the pole, purdhased at the village store, and you are too old to climb
hands.
I have always dreaded to
tree
and
cut
off
the
offending
branch
or
with
one
of
equal
length,
cut
from
oast of a single day I found that my
Several tanks of live fish ari <»
trust had been, betrayed by a $3 rod the nearby tamarack swamp. As a and the tree is too large to be cut ask for the loan of a friend’s best
It seems to call for such a herd of deer, with other wild garmasquerading under silk and varnish. rule, he does not paddle the stream down with your pocket hatchet, do nod.
The firm ought to be named here, so with hoary feet, hut sits like Pat not desperately put a breaking strain Cato-like spirit of sacrificing friend animals, placed on exhibition in6«
that it would be exposed to well de ience on a monument above some Ion the rod, but take bold of the ship. Each of your rods should have Maine State exposition in th® p
exposition building next Junf&tj J
deep pool hours without end. When line, and, with a straight pull, break two tips, and three are better.
served bankruptcy.
It is well also to have all your rods prove a strong attraction. Chains;
he
hooks,
a
trout
with
this
pole
he
the
leader.
This
will
leave
your
One reason for brief attention to
duplicates, with interchangeable parts 1Austin pleased the promoters]o( t 1
the bait rod is that most any kind of can be relied on to land it safely criminal 'flies and leader gibbeted as
The tip is the most breakable part , big show very much Thursdayj*
thirty
feet
in
the
brush
behind
him.
an
awful
example
to
others.
You
will
a rod will serve for bait fishing, only
of the rod.
When the tip you are |Mg when he outlined what th efc
He
is
a
more
pleasing
object
than
add
your
tribute
to
the
bleaching
bo that it be stout enough and
of
using
is
of
doubtful
integrity, it is Iit would consist of and halt
the other affront of the short rod, bones of many other flies and lead
the right lengtha good plan to carry an extra tip vast stock to draw from.
W*i
who
wallows
down
the
stream.
ers that are festooned on the same
Every lodge of piscatory, has
tied to your back where* it will be museum is an interesting imstitat;'
So you, prideful, gladly show your branch.
There
are
wicked,
malig
*p(rentices strange to the fly rod yet
collection of insects.
You may be nant trees along trout streams that out of your way when you go upon j it lacks the fascination that gfe
(skillful with bait, or past masters
By tip is here meant ; m watching live animals and bite
sure
that
he
has
a
kindly
and court delight in committing assault and rob the stream.
who, in a cold spring 'freshet, or in
the
upper
joint
of the rod. The small j a live man is more of an attrac;:
eous contempt for all such
gauds bery of tackle.
They leap out from
grasshopper days, or, for the sake of
and wonders how you ever
catch leafy ambush and take the hapless metal tip at thie end of the rod is j than a dead one at any ime afc
experiment, like to dally with
the
another matter.
Always carry two moose presents a more
impress;
✓
angler unaware.
halt rod.
AL1 of these interests, ac trout with them.or three of these metal tips in your spectacle than a stuffed specx-;
Ho matches your wicker creel'—a
cording to their degree, must be
The most experienced angler can pocket, so that you can easily replace; with glass eyes and motionless it
direct descendant of old Isaac W al
cared for in proper anglers’ ritual.
not hope to escape these devilish en a broken one.
jtude.
ton with a gunny-sack, in which his
For boat trolling use a short, stiff
tanglements. The best he can do ts
By means of rude surgery you can i The big feature of the migmr
spoils are stored.
He is properly
rod; for other bait fishing a strong
to possess his soul with infinite pat generally mend a broken rod on the ! circus is the menagerie where chiii
amazed that you have thirty for your
rod about ten feet in length.
carry spot.
Often the middle joint, and ren of
years and those of iss
morning’s catch, regretting that he ience and watchfulness and
Good bait fishing cannct be done
eyes
in
the
back
of
his
head.
not the tip, will break. When this er growth never tire of staaix
has not so many, although lids gun
with a fly rod or with a short dumpy
A rod should not be allowed to happens, apply a lighted match to before the cages wherein are cosfi
ny-sack is as heavy as your creel.
rod.
The first is too flexible and
He loosens the 6ack and you find that become wet or damp unless absolu the metal tip, or ferrule, that you ed tawny maned lions, striped tigers
tine last too short.
Bait fishing for
Of course you will wish to remove, and heat it enough and others of the cat family tatatlie has one or two Junkers that far tely necessary.
trout should be conducted with a
not know enough to coane in when it so that the broken piece will come giraffes, elephants and camels* «
outweigh
your
biggest.
long rod, one purpose of this being
With your knife make a new* etc.
This eclipse is a great leveler of rains, especially when the trout are out.
This inland fish and gamed*
to prevent the trout from seeing the
‘rising, nor do I urge any such self- seating on the broken end and crowd |partnient exhibit in the expostx
your
pride
and
makes
you
feel
that
angler.
Generally this bait fishing
pampering.
But do the best you can the ferrule, or tip, securely on.
'will have a wonderful influence i
for trout is short line work. A fairly angling is, after all, a fine democra to keep your rod dry, for .dampness
tic Institution.
For this repair you should have ; promoting the idea that in order k
stout rod is necessary in order to
He and you chuckle together over is a great enemy of rods. Dry a wet with you plenty of matches and a ij,ave fishing and game, the wild fe
retrieve the trout properly. The great
rod as soon as possible, not by a small piece of rod cement.
H ea t' i2enp c f the woods and s
your
mild discomfiture.
er flexibility of the fly rod is recomIn this thawing of reserves
you ,fire or in a hot room* but in an or this with a match until it melts ])e proteced, the iropagaUoB
pensed by the longer line and the
dinary temperature. Don’t keep your a little, and smear it on the seating served, and the natural supply
wides species chosen by the flyy caste have become blood brothers of the
lodge and are anxious for many more rods in a warm room during the clos before forcing the ferrule, or tip, guarded by wise laws.
It is offensive to take a short rod
fore-gatherings like this along
the ed season, but store them in a cool, back.
This will make the joint
Chairman Austin has done
into a trout stream.
dry place.
It is saifi to b e ,a good waterproof.
friendly
stream.
You
have
discover
a great service in assuring the ?‘
'■Tis a painful sight to witness a
plan to hang a rod up by the tip.
It is not often that such mend iuot op*.-» of the exposition of tMs sf
zealous amateur sloshing around in a ed that lie is a true sportsman, even
when it is put away for the season. ings are of permanent value, althoug of co-operation. It is the kin! ;
good stream with a six foot rod. If if lie does wield a pole like unto a
A rod should have at -jenst two good they may serve for a brief period.
counts and takes car© of that ®
he catches a trout with this clown weaver’s beam and tempts lids trout
coats of varnish each year.
A
rod so mended has a weak place phase of the enterprise. There
with
a
coil
of
writhing
worms
Instead
ish weapon he performs a miracle.
Always have at lea.1t two rods on. and will Boon come to grief.
be a satisfying exhibit of fish ^
Still, on the law of averages, there o£ with affectations of silk and
hand; one for your owin use and one
For the proper making of these game and this fact will sort® to *
feathers.
You
know
that
the
big
m»st be a certain limited number of
foolish and gullible trout in every trout that *wdll be avid for this lus to icon or to take the place of a repairs you should also have with courage others to show what can1
Yet this number is not you a small pair of pocket
pliers done in an endless variety of stream, and the most industrious cious morsel you cannot win with broken rod.
ample
for
all
needs.
I
have
even
your
choicest
offerings'.
and
a
gimlet.
These
may
be
very ter prises wherein natural reflfl®®1
awkwardness cannot keep them all
This trout has grown inert
with dreamed of a blissful time to come useful in getting the wood out of a the State are involved.
years—lie has escaped the forays of when I could afford to keep at least ferrule, and pliers are the only effic
all ient device for exacting porcupine
crane and pucked heron, of otter four fairly good rods on hand
T H E PARTRIDGE LAW
and mink—lie has seen so much of the time.
With such a store of rods quills out of a dog’e nose.
You
life and death, hats disparaged your all attacks of misfortune could be re never can know when some overSome surprise was
allurements through many seasons, sisted.
The happenings of
wise zealous dog wlho may be around cam Hancock county at the form of 1
and hardened his heart against you. forethought would then run in this will need this attention1.
partridge law as finally passed
Much- of the time he lies dark and fashion:
I would be using No. 1;
In putting a rod together it is a related to this county, and
stafrk at the hidden bases of the No. 2 would be loaned; Nos. 3 and 4 good plan to anoint the ferrules with misunderstanding is likely to as
hills, cynical and blase, battening up would be held as reserves. I break a little grease; it makes them fit says the Ellsworth American.
on tliie unwary chub, or the helpless No. 1 and then resort to No. 3 and easier and keeps out the water.
The law reported by the oomnute.
caddis worm.
Once in a while he still have No. 4 for further emergen Mosquito dope will do for this.
If on inland fish and game W *;
may have a fit of hiysteria, which cies.
But if in such case the bor tlie joints fit too tightly the rod may Hancock county among those cous
will drive him plunging to the sur rower breaks No. 2 Nos. 3 and 4 only b© strained in taking it apart
or in which the law was changed to cfface for a silly fly that you cannot give u® a rod apiece, and if one of putting it together. A fly rod should form with the federal law on rc' possibly imitate.
these should break—.This is a most be about ten feet in length.
cock, open season beginning Octobc.
Yet, when a little bunch' of escul dread contemplation.
Be practical in selecting a rod. Do 1 instead of September 15. * **
ent earth worms is allowed to re
Really one should have two kinds not affect a mere whip. Sotae ex pretty generally understood l &
pose on the bed of the stream near of loaning fly rods; one for your pert anglers prate of the delights of this form the law was to P888E sp ecia lly w hen the crust
him, or is gently moved close to his expert friend, who wall not step on a rod of exceeding lightness, but I
The Haase, however, amended*is the crisp, flaky, tender
nose his hour may strike, lie fails to it, fall on it, or pinch the tip off in do not love them, and have tried jaw as regards Hancock county, 88
kind that W illiam Tell
resist temptation, and so passes in a door, or use it to poke the fire and discarded many of these supple ting the fifteen days off W*
makes—the digestible, whole
to the gunnysack.
To the patient with or abandon it when lie gets lost whips.
The lighter rods are too or.d of the open seasoa, so
t
some crust that brings every
toiler cometh the victory, and proud on the stream.
The other loaning pliant for good work, especially on a open time on partridge in
^
one back for a second piece.
he is of the noble captive of Ihlte rod should he an inferior sort of rod windy day or in a narrow,
brushy tv will begin on September 15»
They like William Tell cake
rod
and
worms.
You
cannot
but
re
for
an
inferior
sort
of
fisherman.
stream.
With
on©
of
tljem
you
can heretofore, and close on Now®1®
just as well, and William Tell
joice with him, for no more will this
You will always have with you not secure good social control of 15, instead of December 1. This wi*1
bread, biscuits and muffins.
recalcitrant leviathan of a trout des some friend who bias never fished your trout.
Adopt a medium, rod— give two weeks more protection
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
pite fully use you.
for anything except pickerel and bull not too light nor too clubbish
and “ budders,” but will leave the to®
Wheat and a special process of
Here are some fundamentáis of rod heads, Who has never offered a trout unwieldy.
milling obtainable only in
There is a very
good tation for the man in the
treatment:
Never lay a rod on the anything but a worm or a chunk of rod, extensively used, and costing at first two weeks .of the partridfl®
(27)
ground. Thus recumbént it is a pub meat.
retail about $15.
It is a fair rod, son to shoot protected woodcocklic menace a fatal attraction
for
He has observed the magic skill but a little too light in the upper
careless feet.
Even if you should With which you whip the stream.
Whenever you write to one of o®
joint.
Most of the stock rod's, rang
withstand the temptation to break it
It looks easy to him and he be ing in price from five to ten dollars, advertisers, don’t forget to me0
your next friend is sure to fall.
Do comes emulous.
It is import81 .
are not durable.
Yet from
these Maine Woods.
not attempt to take a rod, unless it
It should be your pleasure to guide you may wish to select your loaming- you to do so; important to ®
C. H . M cK enzie T rad in g Co.,
be put up, through a door with sprin his inexperience.
red -f or-a mateu rs.
the advertiser naturally wants
Phillips, Maine.
hinges'.
A rod caddy did this with
Fix him out with your greenhamThroughout this garnering of pre know whore you found Hs naDie'
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To the E d ito r of Maine W oods:

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
F. A. H., Mt. Sterling, m .

Can you tell me where I can get
the 1, oz. ball to shoot in a 12 gauge
shotgun?
Ans. Any cf 'the aimimunation com
panies load regularly the one ounce
ball in their 12 gauge shells for u,se
in 12 gauge shotguns.

Ans. Yes.
4. Which its tlii© best to shoot in
the black powder shells, % oz. shot
and 2^2 dramas of powder or 1 oz.
shot and 3 drams of powder?
Ans. For all around use I should
prefer the lighter load.

G. H., Walcott, Wya.
T. M., Elgin, 111.
| 1. About laow fast does a wild
I have a twenty-tjwo rifle and it Igoose fly an hour?
is leaded. < <,;K1 >uu <ell me where I Ans. A will goose averages about
I should s •<!
t 1(1 !lt‘ drilled
out n o ft. per second, which is 6600 ft.
again? Abo how much would
it per ¡minuté, or a fraction over
75
cost?
Which do you recommend miles per hour.
for use in ,a rifle, greased or
un
2. Which has greater penetration,
greased cartridges?
[20 gauge or 12 gauge, both
guns
Ana. If you cannot clean the bar-1 loaded with No. 6 sihot?
pel by means of a good mtro-solvent | Ans. The 20 gauge sihotgun when
oil and a hr:: - s bristle brush, I would j [oaded with standard load
gives
send it to the manuiacturers or the |slightly higher shot velocity
than
firm fmm. v (>m you purchased
it, does the 12 when leaded witli its
mho will be at’ “ ' ll) clean the barrel standard load.
Tihe difference is
■Mess it is very much rusted
or ! approximately 20 ft. per second. The
piited. I would certainly re cerumen ^ gauge shotgun will always kill at
th« use of greased ammunition
A longer ranges than the 20 . gauge,
you wish to get the best
possible j however, owing to the greater quansorvfce from a .22 calibre rifle barrel, tity cf S|li0t_
T. H. B., Ohdcago, 111
*
1
I have a double barrel 16 gauge
pit fire shotgun, Demascus barrels
inlaid with gold and silver, engrav
ed on the lock with deer,
prairie
chickens, dogs'an d rabbits. A splen
did killer, but dangerous to use on
icooum cf throwing the powder in
the user’s eyes around the pin opeiv
ag. Can you advise me if it could
be changed to a central fire or any
thing done to i t t o prevent this trou
ble, also who could do it. Have lock
ed through the telephone
directory
and cannot find any gunsimiths listed.
Anns. You will probably have trou
ble in having your gun changed over
from rim to center fir e ' and on a
high grade gun— if the work is done
properly to match the quality
of
work already on the gun—it would
be a very expensive job.
Capt. ET.
Btttel, Secy. & Treas. of the Illinois
State Revolver Association, 904 El
gin Ave., Forest Park, 111., may pos
sibly be able to give you the name
of a gunsmith who can do the work.

H. H. L., Oo. Bluffs, la.
Why doesn’t the Maxim Silencer
work on Automatic pistols? We were
going to equip an indoor
range
with, these for target practice, but
were told the silencers would work
only on single shot
target pistols.
Please gratify our curiosity.
Ans. The Maxim Silencer will not
operate on automatic pistols
fer
two reasons—in the first place it is
impossible to fasten it on properly,
and in the second place, these pist
ols operate on the blow-back princi
ple, i. e., there is nothing holding the
breech block closed except
the
weight cf the breech block.
The
Maxim Silencer would
undoubtedly
cause a great deal, of gas to come
back through the action.
There is
«ilso another point to he considered
Mid that is the weight of the MaxSilencer, which, when attached
to a single shot target pistol even,
would entirely spoil the balance of
the arm, and would make it entire
ly too heavy to handle.

V. T. F., Oak Park, III.
1. Is tlie use of lead solvent for
removing a slight leading in
tlie
barrel of a .22 calibre rifle too difficult fc.r a rank amateur?
Ans. Slight cases of leading or
even had oases of leading, if not
complicated by rust can usually be
cured by a vigorous application c.f a
brass bristle brush soaked in nitroeolvent oil.
2. Can a, gunsmith remove
the
rifling from, an old .22 calibre rifle
so that shot cartridges may he used?
What would he the approximate ex
penditure ?
Ans. He should be able to do this
w>rk at moderate cost.
3. What, in your opinion, is the
best combination of target
sights
for a .22 calibre rifle ?
Ans. This question is rather too
general to be answered definitely. I
should say a rear peep sight and a
bead or aperture front sight.

C. S. F., Errol, N. H.
What is the address of the Nation
al Rifle Association?
Would it be
possible for me to procure a Govern
ment Springfield rifle through them?
What kind of sights come on this
rifle?
Any information in regard to
this aiitn would be appreciated.
Ans. Write to Albert S. Jones,
Secretary National Rifle Association,
1108 Woodward Bldg., Washington,
D. C., who will he able to give you
this information.

On the shore of a beautimil lake,
wiheire the “ pines” grow' thick and
the birches scattering, we set
up
our tent. The ever-resourceful Maine
guide lost little time in erecting the
tent—may bo he wouldn’t be as “ ham
dy” at building a “garage.” He even
went so far as to leave a number of
twigs on the rear pole supporting
the canvas tent, so we could imagine
they were “ hocks,” and hang
our
cup«, belts, candlesticks,
lantern,
and other trifles upon■1them.
Old
Bremley outdid himself by notching
an extra pole, and pdianfing it firmly
beside one of the other poles, to be
used as a gun rack.
“ Get busy there, you city
chap,
with tlie soft muscles,— can’t you
help “ peg” this tent down?” Brem
ley was anxious to get things ready
before dark.
I was not the only
“city chap” on the "job,” hut I re
sponded quickly, and was soon “ rop
ing” dCi\vn the sides of the tent, with
short, white birch pins.
1 Looked
out of the corner of my eye to see
what the other "city chap” was do
ing, and Lord, wasn’t I ashamed of
him—he had gone down to the lake
to wash his hands!
"Hey, you lily-pad,” called Brem-

W. H. H., St. Albans, V t ./
Please tell m,e the difference be
tween the following, and how I can
tell same:
Full choke, choke, modi
fied choke, taper choke, swedge, cy
linder and modified “barrels.
If a
barrel is bright I can see the choke
at the muzzle.
The dime test is
given in a recent sx>orting magazine.
Is this test for 10, 12 or 16 gauge?
Ans. There is only one way to ac
tually tell the shooting 'qualities of
a shotgun, and that is to shoot it.
Form of choke or size of choke does
A. B. C., Quincy, 111.
1. Which would you advise me to not determine the relative shooting
8hoot in mjy double, barrel 16 ga/uge qualities of two ahotguns-^at 'least
shotgun, black powder or
smoke you cannot tell by inspection before
hand.
The dime test ife of no prac
less?
Ans. BLack powder and smokeless tical value in determining the shoot
I have
Powder, when properly Loaded, give ing qualities of a shotgun.
practically the same ballistic' results1. seen 12 gauge shotguns where a
It is therefore a question o f personal brand new 10 cent piece would drop
Preference governed by expense, etc. right through, and which would shoot
2- How much stronger does smoke a good close pattern, and other bar
rels where the said 10 cent , piece
less shoot than black powder? J
Ans. Three drams of hulk smoke would stick and the pattern he ex
less powder gives the same results as tremely poor.
three drams of black powder. Smoke
r s powder is not stronger than black
Powder.
2- Will black powder kill at the.
Sh&e distance that smokeless will?

ley was an expert camp cook, so SEBAGO L A K E A N D T H E R E A B O U T
people said, and lie certainly
did
turn cut. soirne appetizing messes
(Continued fro m page three)
which I devoured without criticism,* I bounds; a, four pounder is not uncomassure you:
Coffee, boiling
hot, Jmon.
They are taken by trolling,
and with a flavor unequalled by any fly-fishing and stiLl-fisiMng.
"city bi^d” concoction, hot corn
Brown’s Clamip® were the pioneer
bread, crisp slices of bacon,
trout sportsmen’s resort on thiiis lake, and
browned to a turn, made up our re here have congregated men and their
past.
James had secured the trout families to enjoy the sport and good
while we were getting a fire.
fellowship, and tihe rare degree of
'“ How easy it is to think you are comfort provided.
In addition, Far
having a “ bully” time, sitting on the rington’s
Camps and
Farnluam’s
ground and eating from the top of Camps shelter hosts of anglers and
a tin pail “ I said, laughing.
nature lovers throughout the
long
MGuess you fellers will have to season.
“ rough it” some, before you get back
No reference to this region would
to the city,” said the guide.
be complete without mention of the
“ W e’ve started in first rate,” said
world famous. Poland Spring and the
James, looking with a doubtful expres
urivaled group of great establish
sion of pleasure, at tlie pile of fir
ments. which have been developed,
boughs destined to form our hedfe.
there.
So many delightful sports
“ After to-morrow anything will suit
are possible to the visitor at Poland
yer, to sleep oin—from a mossy Leg
Spring, and it is within, easy access
to a pile of leaves,” said Bremley,
of so much fine sport, that it de
reading James’ thoughts like a flash,
serves mention in a book addressed
“ and it’s tired out, I’ll have yer,
primarily to the great outdoor fra
to-morrow, all right.”
ternity.
The Poland Spring House
James was convinced, but appar
is twenty-five miles north of Portland
ently net over-joyful at the prospect;
and five miles from the railroad, the
he would be "game,” however, and
latter distance being covered by a
not kick—-of that I felt sure.
James
drive through picturesque country
was an old friend cf mine, and we
to the Poland Spring estate, an im
had planned our vacation
together.
mense private park.
Here, in ' the
Here we were at last, in the depths
chain of silvery lakes, is excellent
of the Maine woods, and it would not
bass fishing, only a short distance
he wise, nor of any use, to “tequeal”
from Sebago and Kezar Lakes.
at a little discomfort.
We ’ had
There are excellent golf links and
"made our beds, and must lie in
facilities for boating and swimming.
them,” so runs the quotation, ’and
This magnificent resort has recently
become one of the leading centers
on this continent for winter sports.
The snow and ice «(ports of Switzer
land, including skating, skiing, snowshoeing, tobogganing and cross-coun
try moonlight tramps over tihe anew,
have been transplanted here
With
great success. The substantial char
acter of the buildings on the Poland
Spring property and modem equip
ment of steam-heat, numerous open
fire places, and cosy nooks, serve pe
culiarly to fit tills place for enter
tainment of winter guests.

SUCKERS BITE AT
GREAT POND
Great Pond, April 30, 1915.
(Special to Maine

W o o d s .)

A cold rainy week, but the boys
are getting suckers just the same.
WATCHING THE RACES.
DIRIGO ISLANDS.
Robert Laughlin is adding to the
list of sporting camps by building
ley, "don’t waste yer time on abllus- “Ji(m” and I made up our minds to one near King pond, a pretty locat
huns—go and cut some legs for the live the simple life without a mur ion.
He is also building a dam ar
fire, or we won’t get any supper to mur for four whole weeks; we lived cross the brook that runs across
night.”
James went, and I smiled t
by his farm, making a pend for fishing.
myself as I saw him wipe his wet up to the quotation literally,
Miss Etta Colburn, who has been
hands on his trousers,
resignedly. "turning in” cn the fir boughs we attending school at West Newton^
James was learning that “ dirt”
is had arranged in our allotted space Mass., was a victim of appendicitis.
simply ignored on camping expedi under the tent roof.
She was taken to the West Newton
tions.
After the tent was set up,
The early morning found us ready hospital in a critical condition. Her
Securely, with a good slope to the
for a long, hunting trip through the father, who has just returned from
sides to accommodate the rain, Brem
there brings the good news that she
No one but the tru© sports
ley began to get his fire ready. We woods.
is out of danger.
soon had a good fireplace cf stones, man knows the joy c,f the sudden
Guy Chick and T H. Mclninch have
a few on tlie bottom, and built up ''wlidr-r” of tlie partridge, and the gone on the drive near Moosebead
around the »ides to keep .some of the sudden “ drop’’ of the “ gamey” bird, Lake.
wind off; then we cut two crotchied as lxe gets a dose of number seven
Ezra. Williams is having a garage
sticks and .placed them each side of
shot in the breast.
No one but built.
the fireplace, with a good strong one
Fred Colson is building a new boat
resting upon them, over the logs, c,f the experienced blunter can follow for Edgar Mcfninchl.
wood which we placed on the stones. the elusive trail of bear, moose, or
The guides are getting ready Cor
Small kindling stek s were used to deer until the quarry is sighted,—or spring and summer company.
start tlie fire, then the tags
were shoot, with suclh true aim at the par
Jasper H. Haynes, son of A. B.
added, one by one, and allowed to ticularly “ vital” spot of big game. Haynes, who is so well known at Jo
burn down until quite a bed of hot The "tenderfoot” feels and acts lake Mary lakes has gone to England. His
coals was obtained.
Bremley soon a colt in a strange pasture, while many friends Wish him a safe re
cx turn.
had the pot cf coffee a-boiling, and the good-natured guide soothes
was frying corn hiread in an iron restrains his misdirected energy. It
spider over the glowing coals. Brern-1 often seems as if “greenhorn Luck”
New Version of Old Song.
_________________ 1was the rule rather than the prover
Grandpa was showing little Helen
bial exception; James brought down the pictures in a popular magazine.
two birds, and I will be generous en Coming to a page which advertised
ough to cjmlt criticism, but never men’s wearing apparel, he called cer
theless, I have my “ opinions.” We tain garments' “breeches.” Whereupon
returned to clamp at dusk, and all the little three-year-old, hearing a far
miliar sound that carried suggestions,
of us were more than thankful for
began to sing “ London breeches fall
cur rude Shelter, and the delicious ing down!”
supper, cooked by Bremley, in a won
derfully short time.
Awful Recollection.
We were experiencing the delights
When we consider germs we shudpersistent I der to think of all the slates vra licked
cf camp life, and the
pangs of a "camp appetite.”
We during childhood.—Kansas City Judgé.
were getting what we came after,
and with plenty of “ extras” thrown
in,—such as “ bruised shins,” “ lame
Opposite State House, boston, Mass.
backs,” “ sore feet,” and so or, down
Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
the List.
James did not murmur.
©. W . PICKEL,
and up, which includes free
He actually smiled in fiendish glee
TAXIDERMIST
use of public shower hath?.
when I wiped bay mouth on the hack
Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tackle,
Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
of my grimy ¡hand, in tlie absence Indian
RANGfeLEY.
M A IN !
of
a
napkin.
After
an
hour
of
Rooms with private baths
smoking our pipes, and “ telling stor
for $1.50 per day and up;
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
suites of two rooms and bath
ies” by the guide (no doubt he had
fo r $4.00 per day and up.
They are made for
inflicted these same stories on every
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
A B SO L U T E L Y FIREPROOF “ tenderfoot” of his acquaintance, for
Known the world over for excel
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
the last twenty years), we “ turned
Send for Booklet
in,” and found our fir houghs, the
M . L . G E T C H E L L C O .,
STORER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Main«
“ best ever.”

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

TAXIDERMISTS

M A IN E
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----- -»
few massing clapboards tacked on 4
brushiful of paint or a screen ^
hinge, but best of all take care 0f
the places where flies breed and thus
safeguard the health of the conunim.
Ry.
Lpok cut for the waste aceuMnillation and guard against fires
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
and lastly do not forget that “Clean'
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Ran geley
llgj^ss is next to Godliness” and a
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
Miss Faye Worth el ey who has been
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
’‘Tiling
of beauty is a joy forever.’*
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
(Special Correspondence.)
at Dr. Cousin's hospital the past nine
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
Let us all unite 'in making our town
fishing the whole season The. house and
Rangeley, May 4.—Miss Lulene weeks has returned home, much, im
beautiful.
The following committees
camps are new and have all modern conven
recent proved in health.
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock Pilksbury of Lewiston was a
are in charge;
General committee
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
guest at the home of Ineir parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Mial Lapnb o.f Dry-, to co-operate with an equal number
Canoeing, boating, nothing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Geoa-tge Pillisbury.
den were in town the latter part of to be appointed by the ladies’ leag
T. Freeman Tibbetts is at Kenne- the \^eek on business.
H. P. M cK E N N E Y , Proprietor,
Jackman, Maine
Write for booklet.
ue :
J. A. Russell, O. R. R0We
bago guiding.
Twenty-nine new subscribers have Will Tomlinson, P. L. Tracy, is.
Onier Elite has accepted a position been added to the Rangel ey exchange rick, J. Brackett, Hubert SpiOer. Laj.
as chauffeur for parties in Port Ches during the past month, remarked E. iee’ League:
Aline
Ada
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of ter, N. Y.
W. Marshall, manager for the local Sprague, M. L. Hoar, Lina Weeks
RANGELEY, MAINE
Trout Fishing-. Good accommodations.
Mie® Lina Weeks, Alias Vera Adams •SeVv England Central otfice.
Write for circular.
Elsie Gile, May Russell, Violetta
Gecirge D. Iloar left Saturday for Hamden; rinance committee, M. D
HENRY J. LALTE,
j and ' Mrs. Frank Badger
attended
Carry Pond, Maine, Via lWgham, Me Teachers’ Convention, at Faavnin.gton. Salem, Mass., where lie was childed Tibbetts, Geo. Russell, €. C. Miupliy
on huskies®.
Mrs. J. \. Russell, Mrs. E. P. .\jc.
II. A. Fufffateh is planting trees on
Miss Deed to * Skolfield, who has ICarcl, Mrs. O. R. Rowe;
OTTER POND CAMPS
soliciting
!
the
lot
next
to
the
blacksmith
shop.
AT
been at Laconia, N. H., the past committee, Reed Ellis, Walter Oakes
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Mrs, James Spinney is at lio-me
ing an J hunting. Send for circular.
winter is the guest of her
sister, .H|S. Hoar, Mrs. Chas. Cu.-ianan, Mm
J o h n ( ¡ J a r v i i l e ’ s C a m p s GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
j for a few wee ks from Lewiston,
Mrs.
„W.
D.
Q
nimby
for
a
short
tiane j q ^(> Kemp ton, Mrs. H. B. McCord;
at Spring Lake
Oaratunk, Me.
where she lias Leon receiving medi
1 Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
before beginning her duties at Pick- dump committee,
,rm. Tonili
cal treatment.
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
ford 's Camps, where she lias charge The program will be as follow
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Mrs. Mil^s Pan rbinee. of Portland
purest of spring water and the table ¡b first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
of the dining room.
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
|Monday—Attic day,
FliilIf yov want to know what is what in the Hunt- |is visiting her father, Frank
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria ing
and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper, i ,, _ :_ i .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Abbott and fam- Tuesday—Basement, shed and
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only I
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
Ily have returned from Phillips where
day,
J. Sherman I-lcar Inks lid a a New
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
they spent the past winter.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family dermy. eto.. that could not be obtained elsewhere England telephone- metalled.
Wednesday—Back yard day,
Ring
summer resort. Telephone communications with at any price. Subscribe Mow and Keep Posted.
Mrs. Albert C. Dun ton and daugh Thursday—Front yard day,
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington, 9-2 when you have new® Reims
for
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
ter, Annie left ¿Saturday for Bast Friday—Paint up day,
W
.
Va.
thie Maine Woods.
JOHN CAR V ILL E . Flagstaff. Mo.
Livermore, where Mr. Dunton
ba.s Saturday—Haul off day.
E. L. Toothaker is dehi/vering trees
employment.
The members cf the Senior class
KANGELEl TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW BOUSE and shrubs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts are in It. H . S. 1915 presented the follow
On Rangeley Lake.
B la k e s le e L a k e C a m p s
Mrs. Guida Nile lias sold her house
Boston for the week.
Mrs. Nancy ing p-Lay Friday evening to a good
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
route. Tavern all year.
Lake View House on Main street to Ira Huntoon.
Mitchell
is
keeping
house
during sized house. ‘‘Silas the Chore Boy.”
luly
1
to
Oct.
A famous resort for anglers and hun
C. .F. Humtoon has bought the F.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
their
absence.
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
Silas Stebbins,
Scott Ellis
B. Colby house on Pleasant
street
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props., .
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
April 22, a 12*4 pound daughter Hiram Ridley, (father)
Raugeley, Maine. |and will take possession at once.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
arrived at the home of Mr. and Mm.
Winnie Raymond
H. C-. Riddle 11s to move into the
Maine.
E. C. H ink ley,
R AN G ELE Y L A £ E S
Nancy Ridley, (spinster)
house recently vacated by A. L. Low.
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
Mrs. ^Thomas Pres,by and daughter,
Bertha Ru«si
Obas. Case is to occupy th e . George
for free circular.
Alta of Phillips were recent guests Pert Ridley, (daughter)
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis. Maine.
W E S T
E N D
Hoar house.
S. A. Getchell
l.as
of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Philhrick.
Helen RaytPH
leased for a term of yeans the Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Philip A. Tibbetts Arthur Ridley, (son)
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
house recently purchased by H. A.
Best Salmon aod Trout Fishin<r in Maire. Fly ,
__
. . . are receiving congratulations on the
H. B. Amb*
H . M . CASTN ER,
P rop ’r. flatting begins about June 1. Send for circular, Furbish,
and W
Wallace
r UTDJHUi, and
flllR O e Hamm
H am m
W ill
birth of a son May 3rd.
j Cecil Dare
Madelaine Harod®
Upper d^ t
T Maine' JOHN CHAmv ICK & c o - move into the house recently
purP ortlan d ,
M aine
Miss Cornelia T. • Crosby was in , Gerald Blake.
Thayer Hie
_____________________________________ |clxiased of Mial E. Laimb.
tc.wn
the past week.
cinch, (coon)
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Karl Oakefi
M(rs. Ida Morten i,s working
for
The tug boat of Kem.ptou Lumber j Je p erkjns (town constable) 5
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports DEAD R IV E R R EG IO N
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Mrs. G. M. Esty.
vCotmpany has been busy towing
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
Eddie FhSbrick
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
B.
Herrick
are
at
the past week.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca Hobart’s Camps for a month.
The
above
parts
were
well taken.,
Leon A.VRobbims and Reed H. El- Scott Ellis, as Chore Boy was thoring us to serve only fresh vegetables, tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Axel Tibbetts wdU be employed by
section
Cuisine
unsurpassed.
E.
F.
to
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
or hiy at home and played the part
Wm. Cunningham again this season*. lis each have a 4-pound, salmon
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
the'jr credit, which they caught re to perfection.
American plan. Send for circular.
(Kolored Karl) was
He left Monday for Portland and will
cently.
some of the show' ail right. Miss
go freon there toi Poland.
The early fishermen aire arriving in Madelaine Harnden is to be h&fr
BB LGR ADE L A K E S. M AIN E.
M OOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
W. G. Grant was in Portland re
A N D LOG CAMPS.
■Hie Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
goodly numbers and the local guides commended, but all deserve much
H
^
r
t
of
the
Rangeleys.
fU
st
fishing
region■norland. Beet black base fishing in the world,
cently on business.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
are already being engaged in advance. credit.
b«at trout fishing in Maine.
A solo by Mies Surie 7Y&Dr. A. M. Roes j® having alterna
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
S. B. MeCard is doing carpenter betts and a vaudeville sketch by B.
tions made on: the interior of ibiswork at Oakes’ Camps.
W_. Marshall and Mis® Tibbetts, in
house.
VAUGHAN CAMPS
Mrs. Blanche. Newell and son of cluding many locaJ hits were much
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
T he Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
The Knights of Pythias and PytlnLewiston arrived Monday night and enjoyed.
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, bash as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
The play was followed by
in a
in g and mauatain climbing. Separate camps-fa«1 me and are open for Fiahing and H unting for ian Sisters attended church
will be employed by I. B. Toothakeir. a dance, music for which/ was fur
the
season
of
1915.
An
ideal
family
summer
all parties, with special accommodations fo®8a_nbody
Sunday
morning.
Rev.
H.
A.
ilies. Sizteem trout ponds of fly and bait fishing, resort. Telephone connections. A most beauti
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish
are nished by the Rangeley orchestra. Aful climate during the »ummer m onths; oool. Childs preached a splendid
and a never end of rivers and streams.
sermon,
Automobile tourists wishing te visit A T T E A N even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
spending the week in Portland.
bout $50 wa« added to the class
using
for
lid®
subject
“
The
Castle
Al
CAM PS, m ay come to Holden’s Garage, one in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Mrs. Ella Dow has returned to her treasury.
Prices reasonable. For full partic
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet Fishing.
The class plan to ¡resent
tar.”
Special
music
was
furnished
parties. Map and booklet of my territory on ulars. address
heme in Phi Mips.
request.
the play at Stratton next Friday even
by the male and ladies’ quartettes.
FRANK
R.
VAUGHAN,
Prop.,
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman, Maine
O. R. Rowe was on the siick list ing and they deserve hearty support
E U S T IS .
M A IN E
The church was prettily
decorated
the
first of the week.
Last Thursdey evening Lake View
with potted plants and cut flowers.
W ar or no war
Mrs. Hattie Tibbetts is at
The Temple No. 14, Pythian Sisters was
Mrs.
A1
vah
Sprague
and
Mrs.
Earl
Pierce Pond Gamps
Tavern doing laundry wrork.
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
visited by G. C., Mrs. Eva G. MaiHuntoon arranged the flowers.
fishing.
Best of reference* furnished. Send
Mrs. John Eastman of Kenduskeag field, Yarmouth.
These camps will be opened in season
Mr. and Mrs,
for circular. C. A . Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.
Mias Freda Huntoon has gone to
for the spring fishing. Everything at^ Indian Rock where sihie has ejmploy- has arrived and is caring for her Flo-rian Tibbetts and Mr. acd Airs.
mother, Mrs. Libby.
Saul CoJlins were admitted to mem
I tractive to be found in the Maine ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl PiUlebury
are bership.
Following the work, re
L. D. Nile and Hubert Spiller are
; woods, will be found here. Great famworking at the W. A Garrigue’s farm. marks were made by G. C., Mrs.
among
the
latest
Ford
owners.
Iily resort, from June to October, or
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
Mrs. Pocr of Andover, Miss Abby Max field.
A banquet of sandwiches,
Mrs. Susie Gordon of Cbeisterville
This well-known house will any time. Try it, and be sure you have
Carpenter and Miss Mary Barker of salads, cake, coffee, and fruit wm
and Miss Jessie Heinderscn of Jackopen May 1st to the early fisher- found the right spot. Write for fccck man have returned home after spend Portland were in town to
attend served at the conclusion of the
the
funeral
of
Mrs.
Henry
T.
Kim work.
men, and the regular "summer let tQ
Mrs. Max field was the guest
ing a few days with Mrs.
Verne
ball.
of Mrs. Wilmont Patterson during
business under old management.
PilLsbury.
The steamboat crew have
been her stay in town.
Gapt. and Mrs. Chas.
Hamblin
busy painting the boat “ Oquossoc”
Round M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
have
arrived
for
the
season
and
are
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor.
and it was launched the first of the
Round Mountain. Maine
Rev. T. J. McLaughlin of St
week.
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and one- |
P
A
C
K
A
R
D
S
G
A
t
t
P
S
Harry Brc.wn, F. C. Porter, Wlf Josephs, Farmington, who has charge
To Let för the Season
half miles from the railrtad and three-fourths !
ment Patterson, Dean Nile and Ara of this (mission was in town a lew
mile from good auto road. Trout fithing. both
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE lake and stream. Hates $12.60 to $16 00 per week; 1
Ross
are among the crew at Hun- days ago and celebrated mass *t
$2.50 p.er day.
Booklet and references. For
Also motor boat. In the heart of particulars address
tcon, & Hinkley’s driving camp. Wil the Catholic chapel on Lake street
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. liam Boulter is cooking for the above j that is now open for the summer.
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
Dalian, Maine.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Driscoll
crew.
ridge and duck hunting.
Join Donovan and Join JenkJns j
Newtonville, Mass., have gh®n *
are at the Tavern again this season, ' very beautiful, stature of “Cur Lsdi
being employed respectively a® bell nf Lourdes,” which was placed in
the chtapel recently and is greatly ad
The ideal place to spend your vaca bey and porter.
The first annual paimt-u.p and clean mired by the many who visit tth
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec up campaign was such a grand suc clhapet
tion. Write for booklet.
cess, that it was unanimously voted
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
Keep Mice From Gnawing Paste
to observe it again this year.
Net
Scrapbooks and wall paper are ft*
only did we a® residents enjoy the
CAMP PHOENIX
results tut many words of commen quently cut to pieces by mice trying
to eat the paste, or as is often t&8
In the ve>y heart of M.rne’s Best Fi,-h a-d dation were spoken by our
summer case, apparently for no reason than tbs
Game lte>ri"n.
If you like to fish, the name
L o o k arou n d and see i f y ou h a v en 't som e F ire A rm s, S O U K D N AH U N K stands for all that is best in guests.
Let each- and
everyone pleasure of gnawing. A little cayenna
fishing, and Camp fhoeoix is Iocs'ed in the very
thii® pepper put in the paste as soon as it
center of the famous SO U H D N AH U N K region. make a special effort during
B oa ts, A D o g , A n A u to m o b ile , A C am era, T en t, H am  Lively fisrhtirnr trout at camn door. Write tor campaign to improve the appearance j is made will prove effective in keeping
particuhns. CHAS. A. DAIPEY. Propr., Norcros«. Me.
of their piremD$e-s and tihe town that the mice and cockroaches from itv' ^
m ock or s o m e th in g else y ou d o n ’t w a n t.
summer tourists may find added pleas applied to the paper
ure in conning to this village,
not
only
for
tlhe
natural
beauties,
wbtficbi
We are the only people in the East
Sex and Ships.
are here hut from a clean and sani
selling direct to the Consumer.
It is Impossible to say just
We have sold th in g s f o r oth ers, and w e can do the Befoflb purchasing your supplies, tary standpoint. Let’® clean up ship is always, or generally, refer«“
and | to as “she.” It is a custom, and 1 ®
drop a line and get our prices. We sell the ash- pife® and trasih piles
sam e f o r you . R ates on e cen t a w ord 'in ad va n ce.
mosl customs, especially those tfl
our goo la at a wholesale price, there make our town a spot to be prom
fore saving you money on your pur of. Senator Herrick lias prepared a are ancient, is veiled in mystery,
Probably there is no particular rea
A d d ress, C lassified D ep a rtm en t,
chases. Season advancing. Give us circular letter, which, will be sort
son” for this custom.
1a try.
to
every
hioui.se
holder
stating
the
M A IN E W O O D S ,
aims and object of the
movement.
Simple.
Oftentimes it is just a fence
post
If
thy
hypnen
offend thee, plut*
Portland, Me. that needs, to be straightened, cr a
♦
Phillips, M aine
out.—Columbus Stale.

Lake Parlin House and Camps

Y O R K C A M P S ,*

CLEAN-UP AND
PAINT-UP WEEK

Senior Class Present Play Success
fully—Many Go to Camp.

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

Herrick,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
FISH IN G

H O T E L

ROWE POND CAM PS

Central Mouse

ti. W. MAXFIELD,
Rowe Pond, Me.

IN THE RANGELEY REGION

Rangeley Lakes
Rangeley.
M aine

BIC5 RESULTS

Mingo Springs Hotel am! Camps

F R O M S M A L L ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

living iin Mrs. W. S. Loviejoy’s house.
Mir. and Mrs. W. S. Marble and
daughters, Ruth and Dorothy arrived
Wednesday for the season.
Mrs. 0. H. Neal and son, Maxwell
have returned home from Portland,
where Maxwell lias been, receiving
treatment for hiiis ears.

SPORTSMEN AND TOORISTS

CONGRESS SALES BUREAU,

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A Y 6, 1915.

ICE OUT OF
E. G . G A Y ILL
ICE OUT OF
RANGELEY LAKES
W ITH PNEUMONIA
SPECTACLE LAKE
The Date This Year is One of the
, Early Ones.

Good Sized Trout Already Break
ing the Water.

Mrs. E. G. Gay of Southern Pines,
S. C., and daughter, Mrs. W. E. John
son of WaverUy, Mias»., arrived in
Farmiimgton Thursday noon and went
directly to Gay’s catnips, Clearwater,
to make ready for the early summer
company.
Mr. Gay and Miss Har
riet remained at Southern Pines ' on
account of Mr. Gay’s health.
He
had a severe attack of pneumonia and
is as yet very weak, although it is
hoped, by alii that he will rapidly re
gain -litis strength and be able • to
cerne North very soon.

WEST FREEMAN

LOSS OFJPPETITE

May 3.
Mr, and Mrs. Palmer (nee Florrie
Webster) have returned from their
trip to Massachusetts,

Mr. and Mrs. Eland Webster have
i _____ _
gone to Massachusetts with a view
Thie ice went
out of Rangeley
of.locating that wiay.
They rented
Eustis Maine,, April' 24, 1915.
Lakes Thursday, April* 29, bait not
their
cottage
to
Dannie
Huff
of Mad
(Special to M ain e W oods.)
enough to allow the fishiertnen
to
rid, who bias moved hi® family here.
The ice at Spectacle Lake went
east a line until April 30.
All are glad to welcome Mr.
and
out this a. ni.
And this afternoon
The ice practically left MooselookMrs. Huff and Children back here
a*s I wib» sitting c,n the veranda cf
Buegouitio Lake April 28.
to live.
my driving camp I could see
the
For 35 years we have published the
Mrs. I. P. Savage is assisting Mrs.
water breaking every few minutes afollowing dates of the ice
leaving
Fred
Taylor of Strang, who bias late
round the dock.
Sure enough, there
the lakes, as it is of interest to
iwas a trout came up out of
the ly returned from Bell’s hospital,
aainy:
water about ten feet from the dock, where she submitted to a surgical
Rangeley Lakes:
1880, May
8;
and I should judge the trout would operation. Mrs-. Taylor’s many friends
’81, May 15; ’82, May 21; ’83, May
weigh right «round 2% or 3 pounds. are glad to know that she is recov
14; '84, May 11; ’85, May 16; '86,
I also have ais good stream fishing ering nicely and is much improved in
May 5; ’87, May 20; ’88, May 23;
as can be found in Northern Maine, health.
•89, April 29; "90, May 9; ’91,
Fred Chick has the fralme of bis
and for deer, there is no limit.
May 14; ’92, May 9; ’93, May
cottage on the lot lie bought of the
A
party
wishing
to
walk
2%
miles
21; ’94, May 9; ’95, May 7; ’96, May
to a Lake, sojpaUed Fulker lake wculd Willards up and ready to board in.
9; ’97, May 12; ’98, May 6;
’99,
We understand that Gilbert Foss
average
to see from two to three
May 7; 1900, May 15; ’01, May 4;
has
lost one of hi® pair of heavy
deer a day.
’02, April 28; ’03, April 29; ’04, May
work horses that he lumbered with
Write
for
information,
1; ’05, May 2; ’06, May 13; ’07, May
the past winter.
He was intending
F. R. Vaughan,
19, '08, May 10; ’09,- May 14; '10,
to do quite a business at farming
Spectacle
Lake
Camps,
April 19; ’l l , May 11; ’12, May 7;
this be asen and the loss is especially
Eustis, Me.
In a personal note under date of
’13, May 4; ’ 14, May 18; ’15, April
hard,
coming just a,t this time.
April 28th, Dr. Heber Bishop of Bos-29.
Miss Emma Weymouth i® assisting
ton
says:
Id the list for 36 years* the ice
her mother this summer, but expects
has left only five times in April,
‘Tee cleared from Clearwater Lake
to enter High school this* fall.
and three out of that five being April 20th, and while down fishing
At least two new pupllls are enrol
over the last week end with Dr.
April 29.
led at the stohool at the Craig echoolr
John A. Voodny, Boston, and Prank
house, Bardina Lake and
Harold
H. Verrill of Portland we landed a
Thompson.
Mrs. Bert Lake carries
H IG H P R E S S U R E D A Y S
4-pound trout and a 5 and
11%
the scholars freim this part of the
pound
salmon,
Mr.
VerrLll
landing
Men and women alike have to war
district.
fcicessantly with brain and hand to the big salmon, which is the largest
An item in a Massachusetts pap er
six or
hold their own nowadays.
Never taken in Clearwater for
states that on April 3, a bam roof
The governor and council have in Milton, Mass., was broken in from
were the demands of business, the eight years.
The salmon fishing in Clearwater removed from office five chief the heavy weight of snow on it. No
wants of the family, the require
ments of society,
more numerous. is greatly improved this year and inland fish and game warden® who such catastropliy occurred in Maine
than it is alleged hâve been very active at that time.
The first effect of the praiseworthy i more are being taken now
in republican politics in the last
effort to keep up with
all these i trout.”
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lambert,
The action cf the gov Who have been away for a few days
While fishing at Clearwater re few year®.
things is commonly seen in a weak
California ernor and council struck tire State returned home Sunday.
e*ned or debilitated condition of the cently the Dr. caught a
not
nervous system, which results in dy Rainboy trout, which have been suc House by surprise as ' it was
Mr. Spaulding of Lewiston has beer
spepsia, defective nutrition of both cessfully propagated to New England known tlnat tlnat body bad authority ui the place getting Mrs. Spaulding’s
tu remove these wardens.
►body and brain, and in extreme waters.
cottage ready to be occupied by them
The men removed are George W. through their summer vacation.
cases in complete nervous prostraRoss of Vanceboro, oMef game war): tlo n .
It is clearly seen that what
It was an odd sight Sunday morn
Equilibrium in the Kitchen.
Have you ever had your patience ! den for Washington county; Frank ing to see snow drifts under the
t Is needed is what will sustain
the
system, give vigor and tone to the tried and the sweet serenity of your J. Durgin of The Forks plantation, eaves of the dwellings and the
nerves, and keep the digestive and spirit ruffled by the wobbling and tip chief warden for Somerset county; mountains white capped.
assimilative functions healthy
and ping of saucepdns on gas stove burn F. Ray Neal of Belfast, chief warden
We did not hear of any Maying
active.
Prom personal knowledge, ers which were too large? Keep a i for the counties of Waldo, Knox, parties on Saturday, but to make a
square or circle of fly screening at
Lincoln and Sagadahoc; Charles W. good variety of wreath,er we had a
we can recommend Hood’s Sarsapar
hand, to place over the burner when
illa for thiis purpose.
It acts
on using very small cooking vessels and lJon.es of China, chief warden
for heavy thunder shower during
the
all the vital* organs, builds up the you will have successfully solved this the counties of Kennebec and Andros week.
whole system, and fits men and wom problem.—Good Housekeeping Maga coggin, and D. L. Cummings of
Houltcn, chief warden for Southern
zine.
en for these high-pressure days.
Aroostook county, comprising a*ll the
territory south cf the Bridgewater
May 3.
line.
Mrs. Nettie Fuller has* been work
Section 49 of Chapter 23 of the
ing for Mrs. Diah Sweet a few days
revised statutes covering this mat
the past week.
ter says that "the governor with the
Mr. and Mrs. Cha®. Lambert
of
advice and consent of the council
West Freeman visited Mr. and Mns.
upon the rec>oan<miendation of the
S. D. Fuller a few days recently.
commissioners of inland fisheries and
Mr. and Mrs*. S. D. Fuller visited
game, may appoint suitable persons
Mrs. Fuller’s, mother, Mrs.
Rosa
as fish and game wardens, 'who shall
Cowan at Freeman Sunday.
hold office for terimis of three years
unless sooner removed.”
The successors to the chief war
dens removed have not as yet been
namedMay 3.

M ANY SALMON
AT CLEARW ATER

Dr. Heber Bishop and Party Land
a Big One.

FIVE CHIEF GAME
WARDENS REMOVED

Governor Curtis’ Axe Has Fallen in
Rather Unexpected Quarter

j

TAYLOR HILL

MUSIC

MUSIC

MUSIC

All popular songs only 10 cents.

INDUSTRY

MUSIC ROLLS

From 30 cents to $3.00.
h

THE TAVERN

A gent for

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
Full line o f

VICTROLA RECORDS
on hand, also line o f

10 CENT RECORDS
that will fit any disc machine.

PREBLE’S
The

O

drug° storE
Store

Several Parties Will Arrive for the
Early Fishing

EAST MADRID

Loss of appetite is accompanied!
loss of vitality, which is serious.
It is common in the spring be
cause at this time the blood is im
pure and impoverished and fails to
give the digestive organs what is
absolutely necessary for the proper
performance of their functions.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old reli
able all-the-year-round medicine,
especially useful in the spring. Get
from your druggist. By purify
and enriching the blood and giv
ing vitality, vigor and tone, it is
wonderfully successful in the treat
o f Loss o f appetite and the
other ailments that are so prevalent
this time.
It is not simply a.
spring medicine—it is much more
fthan that—but it is the best spring
medicine.
b H ood’s Sarsaparilla makes the
m eli red blood that the stomach and
Pother digestive organs_need.
Get,
jit today.

is

it
ing

ment
at

DISTRICT NO, 2
May 3.
Leon Wing has gone on the drive for
Mr. Otis.
Reno Keene is stopping with his
mother, Mrs. Nellie Wing and attend
ing school in this district.
Mrs. Lillian Calden was in Farmington a few days last week, the guest of
relatives.
Andrew Wyman is working for David
Haley this week.
Bion Wing was in Farmington on
business last week. He also attended
the Teachers’ Convention which he re
ports as very interesting and instruc
tive.
Mrs. Myra Moody and children were
recent guests of Mrs. Mary Pickard
and son John.
Wallace Virgin moved his family to
Dryden the first of the week, where we
understand, they will have rent in John
Pickens’ house.
C. H. McKinney accompanied A. L.
Huntington to Farmington Friday.
They returned the same day with a
Ford car which Mr. Huntington had
recently purchased.
Chauncey Haley and Mrs. Evelina
Lowell of Rangeley were recent callers
at George Haley’s.
Art Her Hobby.
She had a vast amount of money,
but it had come to her quite recently.
One day an acquaintance asked her if
she were fond of art. “Fond of art!”
she exclaimed "Well, I should say I
was! If I am ever in a city where
there’s an artery I never fail to visit
it.”
N O T IC E .

Deposit Book No. 1447, issued by
tine Kingfield Saving® Bank, ha® been
lost.
Notice is hereby given that
if said deposit book ,is not present
ed to said Bank within six month® a
duplicate deposit book will be is
sued.
H. S. Wing, Treas.
ite in

G.
W. Tinkbam of Industry
Augusta for ten days.
Leon Emery of Farmington was a
visitor at bis father’s over Sunday.
Norman Fofwle is working fer
Seneca Luce.
Mrs. Frank Oliver and little son of
West Farmington visited her parents
in Industry last week.
Grace Smith is caring for Mrs*.
George Watson and little daughter.
Henry Oliver has been sick
and
(Special to Maine Woods.)
confined to the house for a week.
Orie Oliver caught a brook trout
Rangeley, Me-, April 30, 1915.
The ice left the Rangeley
Lake recently that measured 11 inches in
Last night and fishing has already length.
start e|d. It is too early to report
any big catches, but several parties
have taken fish from the
Sternal!
pond® which have been dear for a
May 3.
week.
The Oberton League was entertain
Mrs. E. Ledeliey of Brooklyn will
ed very pleasantly last Wednesday
arrive May 2nd for the month
of
by Mrs. Edgar L.^ Welts.
It will
May.
meet on May 12th with Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs- B. A. McKinnon, two Bannjum.
children and madid of New York are
Mists Clara Virgin of Phillip® is as
expected May 2nd far a month.
sisting Mrs. Salon Meclham with her
W. B. Wad®worth write® he will house cleaning.
be up ‘las soon ais the ice leaves the
Ardeen and Almon, Pease of Phil
lake.”'
lips were guests last Sunday of Mr.
Messrs. J. .B., W. S. and Carroll and Mrs, Ray Welts.
Marble are at the Rangeley
Lake
Rained fer a week, looks like rain
House, getting ready for summer.
for another week.
Capt. F. C. Barker was here April
29 and say® he will open hds camps
Removal of President.
May 8.
No president of the United States
R. H. Ellis.
was ever removed from his high offlee.
The attempt was made to remove
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E President Andrew Johnson, but it
failed by one vote, and Johnson served
W O O DS A N D
R EA D A L L
out his full term.
T H E LO C A L N E W S .

NOTES FROM

Most Successfully Treated by Taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

CARD

OF

THANKS.

W*e the undersigned wish to ex
press tbro-ugh the colutmnn® of your
paper our card of thanks to all, who
assisted us in OUir late bereavement,
to the minister for his comforting
words*, the singers for their beautiful
selections, the League for the flowers
they sent and all tine neighbors and
friend's who helped in our time of
trouble.
Signed:
Mrs. Lizzie B. Grover,
Mrs. Betsy MciKeen,
Mrs. Elilna Keene,
Mir. Edwin Keene,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G- Newton.
CA RD OF T H A N K S .

To the many friends wluo so kindly
remembered us* in our recent bereave
ment with word® of sympathy and
beautiful flowers*, we ■wish to extend
our sincere appreciation.
Harry V. KUmhaH,
Capt F. C. Barker,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hamden.
Rangeley, May 4, 1915.

There Is No Question

but that indigestion and the distressed
feeling which always goes with it can
be promptly relieved by taking a
Dyspepsia
Tablet

before and after each meal. 25c a box.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington,

10

M A IN E

W O O D S,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A Y 6, 1915.

Child's Life Saved

Mrs. L. A. Th/omas has been, tire and the local physician, Dr. 0. W.
FREEMAN VALLEY
guest of her mother, Mrs. .May Ste Simmons were ip attendance and Dr.
BT DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR.
ven si of Strang for the past several C. W. Bell cf Strong was called.
We have just received a letter from
May 3.
days'.
Mr. Staples was 47 years, (10 month® a charming mother of six children
Mrs. Mittfe DurreU recently eter%
He was a Mason wherein she say$: “ When 1 was liv
The fall of snolw Friday night re and 20 days old.
tained bet grand children Misses Mina
His brother, ing up in the mountains of New Hamp
mained on th(e ground in secluded and an Odd Fellow.
shire my baby was very sick and a and Leola Durrell of Strong.
arrived friend of mine wanted me to use Dr.
spots for several hours
Saturday, E. F. Staples of Portland
School began April 19, under the
Tuesday night.
The remains Were True’ s Worm Elixir, and now I have
May Jmorning.
instruction of Miss Celia Lawry 0f
six
children
and
have
never
taken
to
Cast
toe
fcr
interim
ent
Wed
L. L. Mitchell hais moved into his
This is Miss Lawry’g
been without it (Dr. True’ s Fairmington.
new drug store which, is light, com nesday.
(Special Correspondence.)
All are glad to welcome
Elixir) in my house more third term.
The season at Tufts has opened
than a few weeks at a time, her back.
Kimgfield, (May 3.—The C. C. Bar modious, and convenient.
with, the best early fishing kmoiw-n in
and 1 bought a bottle last
Fred Fuller lias been visiting
J. H. Alward went to Dallas Tues
den, house is receiving a fresh, coat
years.
Among the good catches are
Arthur Furbish’®.
day
looking
over
some
lumbering
of paint.
MRS. B. N. GILE,
those of O. C. Dolbier jpaid par/y who
Miss Lillian Locklto is- teaching
R. F. D., Box 15,
L. L. Mitchell observed his 16th contract work.
were there Monday.
Mr.
Dolbier
West Newbury, Mass.”
the Hardy sqliool at New Vineyard
anniversary as a druggist in KingOhas. Chamberlain went to Wilton took a 2-pound trout and Mrs. DoilThat is the way lots of children seem this spring.
field and the opening of Inis new Tuesday.
b'ier and Mrs. Lander caught in 15 fearfully ill and their case is almost
Fred Collin® and Norman Berry
stone, with a one-cent-- sale Friday
A. A. Skillings of Ebnbden
was minutes 11 trout, throe of which hopeless when the trouble is worms.
Dr. True’s Elixir will gently expel the have been shea,ring sheep for Henry
and Saturday, which was well pat here Monday and Tuesday, visiting weighed a pound apieca
worms and build up the system, restor Mayo.
ronized.
his father, John Skillings.
Mrs. Bert Richards it working for ing the child to normal health. All
Mins. Albert Huff was a caller in
S-ewall Vose of North Anson lias
dealers—35c, 50c and $1. Medical ad
C. B. Gordon is in town again fol Mrs. Chester Atwood.
Sal elm one day last week.
been visiting relatives here for sev- lowing a severe illness at his home
vice
free.
Write
Notwithstanding the heavy rain,
Charlie Stewart of Salem lias tiiov, eral days.
in .Stratton.
French’s hall was well filled Friday
'ed
onto Hue farm recently vaicated
AUBURN,
M
A
IN
E
Miss, Hazel Rounds of Strong has
Ax. UfLXAU*.__
Clarence Wyman Se at home from evening, April 30, to listen to the
by Fred Collins.
been the guest of Miss Hazel Cush Boston, where he has been taking a Senior drama, “A Fisherman's Luck,”
man -for several) days.
course in stenography.
presented by the
Ivtogfield
High Mas. Mary Norton.
J.
T. Luce of A'iilen’s Mills was in David Bean of Bingham was here school.
Tlhe audience was an en
The largest fish cf this season
town Thursday and Friday.
the first of the week, looking after thusiastic and appreciative one and
was captured last Wednesday at VarTihe .base ball gafcne between tine shovel handle Mocks.
the play was given frequent applause. num pond by C. E. Whitten of Lynn,
Bingham High school and the KingMrs. Francis Mitchell of Lowell,, Only one of the players bad ever ap
field High school which was to have Mass., is visiting her father Step peared in theatricals before, but un Mas-s., who caught a togue weighing
15% pounds.
Mr. Whitten was ac
been held here Saturday afternoon hen Pullen.
der the efficient training of Princi
companied
by,
Elmer
Lowell and be
Phillips, Maine.
was postponed on account of the
Dr. O. W. Simmons went to Au pal L. P. Hosley 'all did exceptionally
sides the big one they ' caught three
rainy wealthier.
gusta Wednesday.
creditable work and received words 2-pound togue and a 2-pound salmon.
M on u m en ts, H eadstones,
Carroll Lander has purchased a, pair
Miss Dorris Wilkins is at home o f praise on ail sides. Between aicits
Hotel Willlows was sold .lais-t week
of heavy horses of Rev. C. J. Lcng- from U. of M.
T
a b lets, M an tle Shelves,
two and three a laughable negro spec
by
the
Franklin
County
Savings
Bank
ley.
and
The bail! game Saturday afternoon ialty, ‘‘The “Stranded Minstrels,” or
he
Ehen Sweatt of Madison was in between the North New Portland iginated by C. F. Boyle made a hit. to Kenneth Rollins, elsq., and
C
e
m
e
te
ry
W
o r k o f all Kinds
town Friday.
Town team and the Kimgfield Town The parts were taken by Mr. Boyle has leased it to Mrs. Hattie Bragg,
who will re-open it as soon as cer
Miss Shirley Merchant went to team resulted in a score of 16 to and Dana Tufts.
The ushers were
Orono Friday to attend a “house 15 in favor of the Kimgfield team.
Emma Dolbier, Thelma French, Clar tain repairs are made.
party’’ at the University of Maine, ■Mrs. Frank Lander was very sick ice Weymouth, Esther Savage, four
A Farmer’» ’phone has been instal
P H IL L IP
ME.
returning Monday.
last week. Mr. Lander who bias been Sophomore girls.
Cecil Thompson, led by Levi Seektos.
All orders by mail or in perso»
Miss Fanny Brack! ey of
Strong sick with the grip is better.
a Freshman, took the tickets at the
A carload of Ford cars
arrived promptly attended to.
was the guest cf Mrs. Herbert WalkMins. Lucy Brown is caring
for door.
Aftefr the drama came
the last week for the F. E. MeLeary Co.
e*’ the Last of the week.
Mrs. Harry Holway’s two
oldest May ball which was enjoyed by for
Miss Ki-ttie Carville passed
last
The annual parish meeting of Grace children.
ty ccuples and a number of specta week at Varnum pond.
UniversalLst church will he held Mon
Mrs. Lizzie Wilkins was at W il tors.
Peerless orchestra of four
E. H. Lowell bias purchased
the
day evening at the vestry of the ton, Lewiston and Orono last week.
pieces furnished good music for the Whitten interest in tlie former firm
church.
At intermission of Whitten & Lowell.
There were quite heavy thunder drama and dance.
. The Woman’s Home Missionary so showers Sunday and Monday nights,
a cold meat, sup pep was served in
ciety of the Free Baptist church was the first of the sea-sqn.
the vestry of the Uni versa list church
held Tuesday afternoon in the vestry
Albert McMullen was at home from to about 50 people, in charge of the
Lnmbermen’ s and Blacksmiths
of the church,.
East Madrid the first of the week.
Juniors and Sophetmores, some girls
The W. C. T. U. held their month
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stoves,
C. B. Hutchins was on A. G. Per of these classes acting a,s waitres
May 3.
ly meeting Thursday afternoon with
ry’s delivery Avagcn Monday,
Guy ses. Jt was nearly 3 o ’clock before
Arthur Kenuiston of Pasadena, Cal Tinware, P|umbing G oods, Sport
MJrs. A. J. Hunnewelt, and delegates
Gordon being in the barber shop on the good night waltz was danced. ifornia, is visiting his brother, Fred ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
were elected to the County Conven account of the illness of hits brother,
The receipts are to be used for ref Kenniston.
tion.
They were Mrs. H. P. Dur
L. V. Gordon.
erence books for the Kingfield High
Oriand Byron of New
Sharon is Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
rell, Mrs. Estelle Tufts, Mils. J. E.
Mrs. Dajisy Moulton of Embden school.
»pending a .few days with, hi® un Automobile Supplies, etc.
Voter, Mrs. A. J. HunnewelL.
The came Monday to visit her fatflier, John
cle, Learder Gay on JJray Hill.
next meeting will be held the last of SkilLigns, who is very sick at John
We buy for the lowest spot cash
Mr. and M,rs. Freeman Chick were
May with Mrs. E. E. Jenkins.
prices and give our customers the
EngLeborg’s.
guests last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Anna, P. Bailey writes that she
benefit of the same.
State Forestry Commissioner Frank j
Edwin Ghick.
is pleasantly situated in her
new
May 3.
E. Mace of Augusta lias appointed P. |
George Childs of Salem was a call
pajrsonage at North Jay, and was
The many friends of Mrs. Edwin er at Gary Nickerson’s one day last
Butts chief fire warden of the dis
“ at home” to- her parish Tuesday
trict comprising Mt. Abram, Jerusa Parlin were saddened to learn of her week.
afternoon, May 4.
lem, Crockertown, Reddtogton town sudden, death at her heme in Weld.
Mrs. Leon Htokley and little daugh
The Kimgfield Intermediate
base
Carl Schofield and friend, Donald ter, who have been visiting relati
ships and alteo, all territory
along
ball club has been organized with,
at ves in Farlmtogton, returned
the Sandy River and Rangel,ey Lakes Collins from Kent’s Hill visited
home
the followsimg members: Clifford Ste
Railroad.
Mr. Butts can have as F. S. Schofield’s last week.
last Saturday.
vens, Kendrie Libby, Charlie Dolbier,
Dr. Marshal from Walthalm was in
many deputies as the season and con
Mrs. Willard Moody and children
Rupert Harr den, Errol
McKenney,
town last week.
He is thinking of are visiting her mother, Mins. Mary
ditions require.
Bari Jamieson, Albert Holwmy, Hay
Mr. and Mrs. Peter King of Strat locating here.
Pickard in Wr,elst Phillips for a few
den Hewey, Clifton Phillipls.
KemRev. C. L. Woodworth, pastor of days.
ton, who hiave been at West Far
dric Libby is captain and treasurer
mington visiting their daughter, Mrs. the Congregational church, returned
and Clifford Stevens, manager.
Shirley Taylor, stopped with, Mr. and home Friday from a two weeks’ va
Sewell Vose and w ife-cf North An
ALSO
Mrs. H. P. Durrell Tuesday night on cation.
son and Nathaniel Vose and wife cf
F u rn itu re o f , A ll Kinds
their way home.
F. S. Schofield was in FarmingNew Portland were guests of Mrs.
Mr. Shcirey of China was the guest ton on business last week.
May 3.
A. R. Hendehson Thursday.
of A. R. Henderson Tuesday
night
Weston Parker, who has been plow
Chief Game Warden Veo Small of
on his way to Eustis to visit his
ing for C. E. Gould (ha® returned
Farjmington was the guest of his
P h illips,
Maine
daughter, Mrs. Joi n Sylvester.
home.
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Small Wed
and
s
Riley Duirrell hals gone to work in
Mirs. Jennie MeLeary, who has
nesday, Thursday and Friday.
May 2.
STRONG - MAINE.
the Jenkins & Bcgert novelty mill.
Mrs. R. L. Kiimibali 'was in FarRev. J. S. Pendleton preached a been caring for Mrs. J. I. Hamden,
Mrs. C. B. Gordctn will do cooking
has gone to Ourtits Lawrence’s to take
mdngtcn the last of the week.
very
interesting sermon at
West
at the KingfieM House this summer.
care of bis little child.
Mrs. Blanche Small; and son, Asa
Fair(min,gton latet Sunday p. m,
She begins work Monday.
Mr. and Mr®. J. I. Hamden are
were guests of her brother-in-law,
Rev.
W.
D.
Hetlierimgton
preach
led
iMirs:. L. P. Hinds i'S ill With, the
receiving
congratulations on
the
Sheriff W. B. SJm.aU and
family
Office over National Bank.
grip.
Chester Atwood and Harold Iat Fairbanks last Sunday.
birth
of
a
7%
pound
daughter,
whom
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Saffcrd have been sick with the grip, j Little Priscilla Goodwin is spending they have named Margaret
B
Maine
Helen 1Phillips,
Chief Game Warden of Franklin
At the regular meeting of the East-1 a few days with her grandparents.
Hamden.
Both 'Phones
county, Veo F. Small lias posted the
ern Star Tuesday evening the follow-1 Mrs. Charles Smith, who lias been
Mies Muriel Toothaker of Avon is j
foil owing notice:
“ Although
the
tog program was rendered: Five se very sick for some time, passed a- 'working for Mrs. J. I. Hamden.
Legislature passed a law opening up
lections on the gra.pba.noLa; reading, way one week ago last Saturday.
School to' this district is progres
J. BLAINE MORRISON
Caribou valley and the streams above
Mr. Nutting lias been plowing for
Mrs,'. Mabel Davis; foJ o , Raytncmd
sing finely under the instruction of |
Bigelow to fishing, thiis law does not
Ralph
Ellsworth
and
seme
others.
Phillips; reading, Mrs. Phi la Butts;
Miss Agees Savage of Avon.
Miss
take effect until 90 days after the
Leo Hunt has purchased a fine
a game, “ the troi’ly came off,” in
Savage is much liked by both, par
adjournment cf the Legislature,
or
horse
and
S.
Ranger
has
purchased
which all members took part. The I
not until Saturday, July 3, 1915. Be
They will work ents and children and is taking a Beal Block. PliillipH Fire aud Life Insult***
program closed with, the singing cf one to mate him.
great deal of interest in the advance
fore that date fishing above
the
them,
together.
popular song®.
Punch and fancy
ment of the scholars.
bridge at (Bigelow wild be illegal! as
Automobiles have bad quite a hard
cookies were served.
The corrtmltMrs. Willis Hoar is on the sick
in tine past.”
tea were Miss Hilda Huse, Miss Ber time getting into tie mud. Chester list.
MJrs. Vesta Dolbier received word
Brewer
has
hauled
thietm
out
enough
nice Williiiamiscm, Miste Theresa Lan
Friday night cf the death, c f her un
times to amount to $12 or more. B.
der.
_
vcle, W. W. Thidmpson of donnish.
DENTIST
GIVES IN STA N T ACTION
Eugene L. Staples, a member of C. Hardy has helped them out quite
Messrs. Pearson and Pierce of Bos
Hours
8
to
12;
1 to 5.
Evenings by
a
number
cf
times'.
the Staples Piano Company of Port
appointm ent.
ton stopped at the Kimgfield House
Mrs. Mary Millett is. at work for
E. H. Whitney, druggist, reports
land
died
at
the
Kingflefd
House
Friday night on their way to ‘‘The
that A SINGLE DOSE of simple buck
Wednesday morning, April 28,
fol
Binclbes,” their camp above Eustis.
5000 Cords
lowing an illness of four days’ of M A N T A K E S H I S O W N M E D I C I N E thorn bark, glycerine, etc., as com
C. F. Boyle spent a day or two
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulppounded in Adler-i-ka, the German
IS A N O P T I M I S T .
pneujnonia.
Mr. Staples had been
wood wanted, delivered at any station
in Farmington this week previous, to
here for several days selling pianos
He ha® absolute faith in bis med appendicitis remedy, stops constipa on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R*
taking tl:ie job of clerk of “The Sar
and was taken sack Saturday with icine—he knows when he takes
it tion or gas on the stomach IN between Farmington and Rangeley and
gent” at Elusitis.
Many Phillips
people between Strong and Salem.
double pneumonia.
A trained nurse for certain ailments he gets relief. STANTLY.
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me.
People who take Dr. King’te New Dis are being helped.
covery
for
an
irritating
Cold
are
A Warning—to feel tired
before
If You Are Losing Weight
optimists—they know tills cough rem
Call at the Phillips Home Bakery for your fresh bread,
exertion is- not laziness—it's a sign
and your nerves are in bad condition,
edy will penetrate the linings of the cookies, cakes, cream puffs, pies, doughnuts and hot rolls.
we
recommend
that the system lacks vitality, and
Quick lunettes served at all times. Board and lodging by the
threat killl the germs and open the
needs the tonic effect of Hood’s
way for Nature toi act.
You can’t day or week.
Sarsaparilla.
Sufferers should not
We also carry a good line of confectionary, cigars and cold
destroy a. cold by superficial, treatment
delay.
Get rid of that tired feel
cont(x\i\\nQ Ilypojjhos'phites
Farmers’ ’ Phone 18-22—you must go to tine cause of the drinks.
ing by beginning to take Hood’s Sar a food and nerve tonic prescription.
trouble. Be an optimist. Get a bottle
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
saparilla today.
H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h illip s , Me.
M a rr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
of Dr. King’s New Discovery to-day.

P. BUTTS CHIEF
FIRE WARDEN

“ Fisherman’s Luck” Given by
Seniors, K. H. S.

s

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.
h ead q u arters for everything
in the hardw are line

NORTH PHILLIPS

WELD

Phillips Hardware Co.

WINSHIP DISTRICT

WEST FARMINGTON

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

E . C . H iggins, M. D.

A ttorney - a t - Law

D r . W . J. C a rte r,

O liv e O il
E m u ls io n

J

M A IN E

W O O D S,

P H IL LIP S ,

L OF
CIVILIZATION MET

for the tools, machinery, buildings,
etc., used in the construction of the
commodity and the same applies to
all articles of use .and diet of him
self and those engaged in the sub
sidiary lines of industry.
There is no payroll in civilization
that does not rest upon the back
of the farmer. He must pay the hills
—all of them.
The total value of the nation’s
annual agricultural products is around
$12,000,000,000. and it is safe to esti
mate that 95 cents on every dollar
gops to meeting the expenses of sub
sidiary industries. The farmer does
WANTS NO “ DEADHEADS” ON not work more than thirty minutes
per day for himself; the remaining
L IS T OF EMPLOYES.
thirteen hours of the day’s toil he
devotes to meeting the payroll of the
hired hands of agriculture, such as
A CALL U P O N T H E L A W M A K E R S
the manufacturer, railroad, commer
cial opd other servants.
TO P R E V E N T U S E L E S S T A X

BY FARMER

UPON A G R I C U L T U R E .

The Farmer’s Payroll and How He
Meets It.

The annual payroll of agriculture
approximates $12,000,000,000. A por
, Lecturer National Farmers’ Union
tion of the amount is shifted to for
The farmer is the paymaster of eign countries in exports, but the
Industry and as such he must meet total payroll of industries working for
the nation’s payroll. When industry the farmer divides, substantially as
pays its bill it must make a sight follows:
Railroads,
$1,252,000,000;
draft upon agriculture for the amount, i manufacturers, $4,365,000,000; mining,
which the farmer is compelled to $655,000,000;
banks,
$200,000,000;
honor without protest
This check mercantile $3,500,000,000, and a heavy
drawn upon agriculture may travel to miscellaneous payroll constitutes the
and fro over the highways of com remainder.
merce; may build cities; girdle the j It takes the corn crop, the most
globe with bands of steel; may search | valuable in agriculture, which sold
hidden treasures in the earth or last year for $1,692,000,000, to pay off
traverse the skies, but in the end it the employes of the railroads; the
will rest upon the soil. No dollar money derived from our annua* sales
will remain suspended in midair; it is ' of livestock of approximately $2,000,at certain to seek the earth’s surface 000,000, the yearly cotton crop, valued
as an apple that falls from a tree.
at $920,000,000; the wheat crop,
When a farmer buys a plow he pays which is worth $610,000,000, and the
the man who mined the metal, the oat crop, that is worth $440,000,000,
- Woodman who felled the tree, the ! are required to meet the annual pay
manufacturer who assembled the raw [ roll of the manufacturers.
The
material and shaped it into an ar- j money derived from the remaining
tide of usefulness, the railroad that j staple crops is used in meeting the
transported it and the dealer who ; payroll of the bankers, merchants,
sold him the goods. He pays the etc. After these obligations are paid,
wages of labor and capital employed the farmer has only a few bunches of
in the transaction as \vell_ as pays vegetables, some fruit and poultry
which he can sell and call the pro
ceeds his own.
P R O B A T E NOTICES.
When the farmer pays off his help
he has very little left and to meet
At a Probate Court held at Fair- these tremendous payrolls he has
. tMningion, im and for the County of been forced to mortgage homes, work
» Franklin, on the third Tuesday of women in the field and increase the
April, in the year of our Lord one hours of his labor. We are, there
w thousand nine hundred and fifteen, fore, compelled to call upon all in
' ft the following matters having
been dustries dependent upon the farmers
presented for the action hereinafter for subsistence to retrench in their
expenditures and to cut off all un
Indicated, it is hereby ordered: That necessary expenses. This course is
notice thereof be given to ail per absolutely necessary in order to avoid
sons interested, by causing a copy a reduction in wages, and we want,
ot this order to be publislhied three If possible, to retain the present wage
weeks successively in the
Maine scale paid railroad and a!’ other in
Woods, a newspaper published
at dustrial employes.
We will devote this article to a
Phillips, in said County, that they
discussion of unnecessary expenses
juay appear at a Probate Court to
and whether required by law or per
be held at said Farmington, on the mitted by the managements of the
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1915, at concerns, Is wholly immaterial. We
ten o’clock in the forenoon, and be want all waste labor and extrava
gance, of whatever character, cut out.
heard thereon if they see cause.
Josephine D. Wing, late of Phil We will mention the full crew bill as
lips, deceased.
Petition for Probate illustrating the character of unneces
of will and for administration with sary expenses to which we refer.
will annexed, presented by John S.
Union Opposes “ Full Crew ” Bill.
Wing.
The Texas Farmers’ Union regis
Andrew Keene, late of Madrid, de tered its opposition to this character
ceased.
Petition for probate of of legislation at the last annual meet
will, presented by Fred C. Mainter ing held in Fort Worth, Tex., August
4, 1914, by resolution, which we quote,
the executor named therein.
William L. Dunham, late of Madrid, as follows:
“ The matter of prime importance
deceased. Petition for probate of
to the farmers of this state is an ade
will, presented by Jannes
Morriscai quate and efficient marketing system;
the executor named therein.
and w?e recognize that such a system
Morris S. Severy, of Wilton, min is impossible without adequate rail
or. First account of Lillian J. Sev road facilities, embracing the greatest
amount of service at the least pos
ery, guardian.
William C. 'Walker, late of Phillips, sible cost. We further recognize that
deceased.
First account of James the farmers and producers in the end
pay approximately 95 per cent of the
Morrison administrator.
expenses of operating the railroads,
Adaline Thomms, late of Kingfield, and it is therefore to the interest of
deceased. First and final account
the producers that the expenses of
cf Leon A. Thomas administrator.
the common carriers be as small as
Edwin F. Morrison, late of Range- is possible, consistent with good ser
ley, deceased.
Petition' for license vice and safety. We, therefore, call
to sell real estate, presented by Har upon our lawmakers, courts and
juries to bear the foregoing facts in
ry A. Furbish administrator.
mind when dealing with the common
J. H, Thicimpsion, Judge of said court.
carriers of this state, and we do espe
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register. cially reaffirm the declarations of
the last annual convention of ouE
NOTICE.
By Peter Radford

The subscriber hereby gives notice
that she lias been appointed admin
istratrix of the estate of Marshall
B. Larder late of Freeman in the
County of Franklin, deceased, and
giyeax bonds ns the law -directs. All
Perseus having demands against the
ostafe of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are request
ed to brake payment immediately.
A1ura Dander.
April 20, *1915.

Watch Your Children

Often children do not let parents know
they are constipated. They fear some
thing distasteful. They will like Rexall
Orderlies—a mild laxative that tastes
hke sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
R. H. Preble. Phillips'.
M arr’e D rug

Store, F a rm in g to n .

Seme

F o r m s of R h e u m a t i s m Cu r a bl e

Rheumatism, is* a disease character
ized by padms in the joints and in
tlie muscles.
The most
common
forms are: Acute and Chronic Rheu
matism, Rheumatic Headaches, Scliaiti
Rheumatism and Lumbago. All these
types can be helped absolutely by ap
plying some good liniment that pen
etrates.
An application of Sloan’s
Liniment two or three times a day
to the affected part will give instant
relief.
Sloan’s1 Liniment is good for
piain, and especially Rheumatic Pain,
because it penetrates to the seat of
the trouble, sooitlhes the afflicted part
and draws the pain.
“ Sloan’s Lin
iment is all medicine.”
Get a 25<?
bottle now.
Keep it bandy in case
of emergency.
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State Union, opposing the passage of
the so-called ‘full-crew’ bill before
the thirty-third’ legislature of Texas.”
The farmers of Missouri in the last
election, by an overwhelming ma
jority, swept this law off the statute
book of that state, and it should
come off of all statute books where
it appears and no legislature of this
nation should pass such a law or
similar le-rh'b’ F
hich requires un
necessary expenditures.
The same rule applies to all regu
latory measures which increase the
expenses of industry without giving
corresponding benefits to the public.
There is ofttimes a body of men as
sembled at legislatures—and they
have a right to be there—who, in
their zeal lor rendering their fellowassociates a service, sometimes favor
an increase in the expenses of in
dustry without due regard for the men
who bow their, backs to the summer’s
sun to meet the payroll, but these
committees, while making a record
for themselves, rub the skin o* the
shoulders of the farmer by urging the
legislature to lay another burden
upon his heavy load and under the
lash of “be it enacted” goad him on
to pull and surge at the traces of civil
ization, no matter how he may sweat,
foam and gill at the task. When
legislatures “cut a melon” for labor
they hand the farmer a lemon.
The farmers of the United States
are not financially able to carry “dead
heads” on their payrolls. Our own
hired hands are not paid unless we
have something for them to do and
we are not willing to carry the hired
help of dependent industries unless
there is work for them.
We must
therefore insist upon the most rigid
economy.
Legislative House-Cleaning Needed.

While the war is on and there is a
lull in business, we want all législa
tive bodies to take an inventory of
the statute books and wipe off all
extravagant and useless laws. A good
house-cleaning is needed and econo
mies can be instituted here and there
that will patch the clothes of indigent
children, rest tired mothers and lift
mortgages from despondent homes.
Unnecessary workmen taken off and
useless expenses chopped down all
along the line will add to the pros
perity of the farmer and encourage
him in his mighty effort to feed and
clothe the world.
If any of these industries have sur
plus employes we can use them on
the farm.
We have no regular
schedule of wages, hut we pay good
farm hands on an average of $1.50
per day of thirteen hours when they
board themselves; work usually runs
about nine months of the year and the
three months dead time, they can do
the chores for their board. It they
prefer to farm on their own account,
there are more than 14,000,000,000
acres of idle land on the earth’s sur
face awaiting the magic touch of the
plow. The compensation is easily ob
tainable from Federal Agricultural
Department statistics.
The total
average annual sales of a farm In
the continental United States amounts
to $516.00; the cost of operation Is
$340.00; leaving the farmer $176 per
annum to live on and educate his
family.
There is no occasion for the legis
latures making a position for surplus
employes of industry. Let them come
“ back to the soil” and share with us
the prosperity of the farm.
When honesty is merely a good
policy it is a poor virtue.
Lazy farmers are just as useless as
dead ones and take up more room.
When the soul communes with the
spirit of nature the back to the farm
movement prevails.
There are two kinds of farmers.
One tries to take all the advice he
hears and the other won’t take any
at all.
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DINNER WITH M E ”
“No, thank you.

Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Whitney
of
Phillips were visiters in town Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burditt and
children of Rum ford arrived Sunday
night, called here by the illness of
Mrs. Burditt’e mother, Mrs. Eunice
Brimigicn.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter of Phil
lips were visitors in town Sunday.
L. A. Worthlliey of Phillipis was af
W. C. Beal’s Tuesday.

Can’t eat with

any comfort now.”
“ What? Haven’t you heard about
Dys-pep-lets? Sure thing for sour
stomach, distress, heartburn and all
indigestion.”
“ Do you guarantee them?”
/
“ X certainly do on my own experi
ence and that of many friends. A l
ways carry a box in my pocket.”
“All right! I’ll come and enjoy a
good meal once more.”
Dys-pep-lets are making fast
friends of all who try them.

Mammy’s Expedient.
Little Rastus was becoming very
objectionable in school because his
wool was growing longer and longer,
far beyond the cutting stage. The
teacher tried hinting to no purpose,
and then told him outright to go have
his hair cut, giving him a quarter
for tlie purpose. Rastus broke out
crying and said: “ No, ma’am, I dassn’t
hab it cut. My mammy she wants a
new switch and she’s done a-growin’
it on me.”_________________

R. H. Preble, Phillips,
i/.arr’s Drug Store, Farm ington.

Before a statement can be accepted
here, it must be supported by local
testimony—by the evidence of someone
residing in Phillips. Statements from
unknown people in remote places may
be true, but we cannot prove them.
Here is a statement by a Phillips*reei-

ing his daughters, Mrs. J. P. Sylves
ter and Mrs. M. H. Norton.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gordon of Strat
ton visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon, Sun
day, May 2.
Mis® Edna Kennedy of Farmington
is visiting at Mrs. Fired Davis’.
Mr. Pearson and nephew of Boston
have gone to the former’s camps at
“The Birchies.”
Cliff Taylor
is
guiding them.

TORY HILL

Dye From Nettles.
May 3.
A fine yellow dye is produced from
the roots of nettles boiled in alum.
Mrs. Clarence Brackley and two lit
The juice of the stalk and leaves is
used to dye woolen stuffs a brilliant tle daughters of Freeman visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Hood
and permanent green.
last week.
Miss Patia Moores was a'week end
Free Government.
No free government or the bles guest of her friend, Miss Eleanor
sing of liberty can be preserved by Hutchins in Farmington. She also at
any people but by a firm adherence tended the Teachers’ Convention last
to justice, moderation, temperance, Friday.
frugality and virtue, and by a fre
Miss Fannie Brackley went to Kingquent recurrence to fundamental field last Monday to work in the family
principles.—Patrick Henry
of Dr. Simmons.
Ed Stinchfield, who has’.been living
in Avon for the past winter has moved
his family back to his farm in the Cush
man District, Phillips.
May 3.
Mrs. Charles Hutchins went to Farm
It has rained nearly all tine past ington last Thursday, returning home
week and the gras® is looking fine.
Saturday. She was the guest of her
Dana Potter is better so lne rides daughters, Misses Stella and Eleanor
out.
Hutchins while there.
Mrs. Clinton Meader has gone to
Emery Moore has moved to the
J^mes Skillings house in South Strong
instead of Chas. Skilling’ s house as
When People A sk Us
stated last week.
what is good for nerves and lost weight,
Milton Stinchfield, cream collector
we always recommend
for the Turner Center factory, began
«9o v n i , O live O il
j on three trips a week May 1st.
E m u ls io n
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates visited at
containing Hypophosphitea
C. N. Plaisted’s last Tuesday.
a food tonic and tissue builder.
Fred Abbott has moved his family
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
to Rangeley.
Marr’s Drug Store, F arm in gton .

EUSTIS
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Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

J W ALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

E. DYER’S,

^ s a a 8 & ® td e r d lx e & >
Sick headache, biliousness, piles and
bad breath are usually caused by inac
tive bowels. Get a box of Rexall
Orderlies. They act gently and effec
tively. Sold onlv by us at 10 cents.

The Evidence Is Convincing.
The
Testim ony Open to In v e s tig a tic i.

“ The public statement 1 gave several years ago regarding Doan’ s Kidnev
Pills, still holds good,” says H. H. Vis
ing, farmer, of Pleasant St., Phillips.
“ I have had no need of a kidney medi
cine since and I believe the cure is a
EAST WELD
permanent one. I got Doan’ s Kidney
Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store, (now
Preble’s Drug Store), when I was suf
May 3.
fering from kidney trouble and they
Miss Verna Vindng picked a straw cured me in a short time. I hope that
berry stem April 28th, that had one i other people who are suffering from
kidney complaint will be led to try
bloissom. and 'several buds on it. Doan’s
Kidney Pills by reading my
She was on her way home from school statement. ’ ’
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t sim
and it must have been picked quite
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
near the foot of Mt. Blue.
Doan’ s Kidney Pills—the same that
Mrs. Ezra Noyes has been quite ill Mr. Vinirg had.
Foster-Milburn
but is improving.
Dr. Higgins of Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Phillips was the attending physician.
Mrs. McCray of Mexico and her
Flagstaff to nurse Mr. Carville, who
ffiree little children, who have been
i® ill at hi® daughter's, Mrs. Cliff
stopping a few weeks at Jesse Whit
Wing.
ney's, returned home last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ricker visit
Daniel McLaughlin, who drove the
ed the former’s sister,' Mrs.
Phil
lumber on the Houghton brock got
Wyman and his mother, Mrs. Laura
his drive into the boom in the lake
Ricker, Sunday, May 2.
Saturday a. m.
John Yeatom lias returned to his
Mrs. Warren of Keene, <Vt., was
home in West Farmington, after
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Bilk
spending the winter with his daugh
er last Saturday.
Mns. Warren is
ter, Mrs. Ed Look at “The Sargent.”
going to Indiana to meet her hus
Warren Dyer is building $, stable.
band next week who is working there
Eddiison Sylvester has come out
for an insurance company at the
from Big Island, where he lias been
present time.
working and has gone to Anson,
Sumner Beal and his son (the shovel
where bis wife is staying with her
makers) are boarding at A. G. Masparents.
terman’s.
Mr. Shorey of China, Me. ,is visit

SQUARE
May 4.

IS PHILLIPS SATISFIED?

“ C O M E H O M E TO

STRO N G ,

M A IN E .
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
The Rumford Falls Times says in
Dixfield items: R. 0. Dill, who has
been employed as a clerk in the store
o f Charles Stanley’s Sons for the past
two years, will finish work this week
and will leave next week for Rangeley
where he has a position with the Rangeley Steamboat Company. Mrs. Dill
and little daughter Lucille, will remain
in Dixfield until the last of May.—
A very pleasant surprise party was
given Ruth Marble last Saturday even
ing at “ Sunnidale,” the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ezra Swett of Pine Street,
when eighten of her boy and girl
friends were invited to spend the even
ing with her before she leaves for
Rangeley. Needless to say they had a
right royal good time and parted with
many regrets for the summer but are
looking forward to the coming fall
when they hope to all have the pleasure
of attending school in the new schoolhouse. Mrs. Swett has been tutoring
Miss Marble since the burning of the
schoolhouse in February.
Melvin M. Moore of Joliet, Illinois,
and Lewis J. Hall of Lowell, Mass.,
registered at the Dixfield House Mon
day night. They accompanied the re
mains of Mr. Moore’s father, Eben E.
Moore, whose death occurred at Low
ell, Mass., April 24th, to Weld for
burial beside his wife and mother. Mr.
Moore was born in St. Albans, Me.,
and was 55 years of age. His death
was the result of a shock. The son,
Melvin M. Moore, will visit his uncle,
Charles E. Berry at Phillips, with
whom he lived while a boy before re
turning to his home in Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Will True have gone to
their camp at Dallas for the summer,
where Mr. True has been caretaker for
J. Manchester Havens Timberland in
that section for several years.
D. F. Field was in Portland Tuesday
on business, Mrs. Field accompaning
him as far Lewiston where she was the
guest of Mrs. S. E. Austin.
C. W. Skillings of Farmington was
in town Sunday demonstrating
a
Metz touring car.

Charles Richardson, who has passed
the winter in Lewiston, is in town call
ing on his many friends.
A. B. Dolbier of Farmington has re
cently bought a large quantity of fur
which he will dispose of in the city
market, including 48 lynx skins, many
of which are large ones.
Mrs. Ralph Sawyer and two children
of Wilton are the guests this week of
her sister, Mrs. H. H. Field.
The Circle of King’s Daughters will
meet with Mrs. Laforest Voter, Friday
evening, May 7.
In the engagement announcement
of Miss Olive Barnes of Portland in
week before last week’s paper, t stated
that the luncheon at Riverton was giv
en on Sunday. It should have read Sat
urday.
J. Scott Brackett was home from
Bowdoin to attend the funei*al of his
uncle, Mr. A. W. Bean.
Claris Bunnell, who is employed at
the Maine Woods office has been con
fined to his home by illness a few days
this week.
Mr. Gatchell has been quite seriously
11 the past week. He is attended by
Dr. E. C. Higgins.
Many friends are offering congratu.
lations to Mr. and Mrs. Elwin W ebber
on the birth of a 7 1-2 pound son, Mon
day, May 8. Both mother and sonjare
doing fine and are cared for by Mrs.
Carl Beedy until the nurse engaged
arrives.
We note by the Phillips Phonograph
of 25 years ago that the ice left Weld
Pond April 30th.
The Social Service Club will hold
their regular meeting at the Parish
House next Tuesday afternoon, May
11, at 2 o,clock.
Frank Haley recently purchased a
Maxwell touring car.
Arthur Graff aim sold two Ford tour
ing cars recently to Ray Knapp of
Kingfield and Hezefciaih Hinkley. He
also sold his second hand machine
to Lovell Nile of Rangeley. *
Blaine Wilbur luas' raised a fine
colt from his fast mare Baby B.
Henry True has jtnade
extensive
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The Sedgeley Store

repairs this spring on his Ford tour
ing oar.
Augustus Norton, recently purchas
ed a horse of Mrs. Frederick Sweetser.
L. A. Worthl ey has leased
hiis
farm for one year to Thomas Presby.
Arthur Taylor recently went to
Bemis to run a stationery engine.
The staff of teachers of the Phil
lips High school attended the teach
ers’ convention in Farmington Fri
day.
Mrs. Georgia Mastejrman visited in
Dixfield over Sunday.
Jaimes A. Ross is planning to run
a pool room in connection with his
barber shop at thie upper village. He
is also selling cigars, tobacco
and
soda.
A. S. Beedy, the cattle dealer re
cently purchased a fine driving horse
of the Olark & RnisseLl Co., of Far
mington.
Hon. and Mrs. B. G. Molntine of
East Waterford spent several days
lajst week wijth Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Beal.
The Misses Vesta and Lepha Phil
lips Ihiave received the sad newls of
the death of their niece, Mrs. Maude
Letts, whose death occurred recently
at a New York hospital where she
went for an operation,
Mrs. Letts
was the daughter of the late Mrs.
Florence 'Wilbur who also passed away about one year ago from the ef
fects of an operation.
'Mrs. Letts
leavs a husband and one aunt be
sides the two mentioned above, Miss
Nettie Phillips of Portland, for whotm
much sympathy is felt.

COATS
$4.00 to $18.00

SUITS
$8.00 to $20,00

ii Children’s
Coats
A g e 2 to 14

$2.50 to $5.00
RAIN COATS
L a d ie s ’ R a in C oats, sizes 34 t o 44 $5.00.
L a d ie s ’ R a in C oa ts, sizes 34 t o 44 $ 3 .CO.
G irls’ R a in C apes w ith H ood s $2.50.

HOUSE SHOES
L a d ies H ou se S h oes— C rum bs o f C o m fo r t m ade by

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

th e D a v is N e w P rocess.

Sedgeley & Co., are showing new
dress skirts, new shirt waists and new
shoes for summer.

Sizes 2 1-2 t o 8.

A good

w ea rin g, r o o m y ,

easy house or street shoe

m ad e w ith ru b b e r heels.
P rice $1.75.

Note the style, fit and quality of the
men’ s khaki pants that D. F. Hoyt
sells for a dollar and dollar fifty.
Try Libby, McNeil & Bibby’ s sour
krout and asparagus tips. Just in at
Toothaker’s.
Strawberries, spinach and “ cukes’
at Bean’ s this week.

Your boy will want a

WIDOW JONES SUIT.
We carry in stock the WIDOW
JONES knickerbocker suits from
age 18 down. The blue serge
suits cost $5.00 and $6.00. The
fancy mixtures, all first class pat
terns, $4.00 to $6.00.
WIDOW JONES suits are war
ranted to give satisfaction. A
large mending piece goes with
each suit together with extra
buttons is an exclusive feature
with WIDOW JONES clothing.
For the little fellows we have a
full line o f wash suits, two to
seven years at 75c, $1.00, $1.50.

At The

C lo tH in g

S to r e

D. F. H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B e a l B lo c k ,

P h illip s , M e .

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry

Phillips Hardware Co., want the
the people of Phillips to remember that
next week is “ Clean-up and Paint-up
week.’ ’ They have paints of the best
kind for both inside and outside work.

DRESS
the windows and make your rooms
look like new with our
1

Cards for Mother’s Day, birthdays,
graduation and congratulation. A new
line just in at A. G. Cronkhite’s.

CURTAIN SCRIMS

I

Endurance cloth at C. M. Hoyt’ s.

at 12 1-2 to 25c a yard.

1

Baked beans and brown bread deliv
ered to you Saturday night. Phone
your orders early to H. E. Batchelder.
Hammocks
Son’s.

at C.

BtxttericK

P atterns

in

StocK

6 . M. HOYT,

F. Chandler &

No. 2, B eal B locK , P h illip s, M e.

1

F a rm ers' Tel.

T ry ou r G reen G a g e P lu m s, Y e llo w C lin g Peaches,
A p r ic o ts , B a rtle tt P e a rs , H a w a iia n P in ea p p le and White
A ll s tr ic tly h ig h g ra d e .
I am at your service with an W a x C herries.

NOTICE

up-to-date equipment for making
a thorough examination of the
refractive and muscular condi
tions of the eyes.

F R A N K F. G R A V E S ,

Edgar R. Toothaker, CASH STORE
I

HOME

Registered Optometrist
New Sharon Maine
■i
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4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Opeh Saturday Evenings.

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

|
■

W a n te d

|

PEELED SPRUCE F IR AND
POPLAR

Corned Beef

P u lp w o o d

Sour Pickles

delivered

at

a n y p o in t on lin e o f Sandy
R iv er and R a n g eley Lakes

j Mustard Pickles
--------- —

m

j Doughnuts,

Cakes

and Pies

R a ilroa d .
HALEY &

FIELD
Maine

Phillips,

m

j

all at

j B E A N ’ iS
t' Phillips,

Me.

35g2s£S:

High

Grade

Watch Repairing
WE DO A LOT
BECAUSE
WB DO IT WELL

will relieve your indigestion. Many
people in this town have used them
and we have yet to hear of a case where
they have failed. We know the for
mula. Sold only by us—25c a box.

A. G. CR0NKH1TE,

M a rr’s Drug Store, Farm ington.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.

P H IL L IP S . ME.

